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1. About This Book
"Open Education" is a topic which has become increasingly popular in a variety of contexts. Thishandbook has been written to provide a useful point of reference for readers with a range of differentroles and interests who are interested in learning more about the concept of Open Education and tohelp them deal with a variety of practical situations.
As a "living" online document, we hope that it will continue to evolve, reflecting cutting edge researchand innovation in this area and helping educational communities to come to an improvedunderstanding of the value of open.
When the process of writing this book first started, the original intention was only to cover open datause in education.  As the project progressed it was felt that a broader scope would enable readers tohave a better understanding of the synergy and overlap between different aspects or facets of openeducation (such as open resources, open data, open practices and open culture). 
We have been guided by the idea that the handbook will continue to grow and evolve throughinvolvment with the learning communities it is intended to support.  The latest version of thishandbook includes:
An overview of different elements of the open education ecosystemInformation about useful tools and softwareUseful referencesA glossary of terms commonly used in open educationCase studies and real-life examplesAnswers to frequently asked questionsDiscussion of key issues in open education
During the course of writing the handbook many organisations and individuals related to The OpenEducation Working Group have contributed. These are listed in the acknowledgements section. 
This handbook is a deliverable of the LinkedUp Project  (WP4: Dissemination and Community-building) with the work being led by Open Knowledge. 
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2. Who Is This Book For?
Open Education is of interest to many and different sections of this handbook are likely appeal todifferent stakeholders, whether they are expert or beginner in this field. This handbook is aimed at awide variety of users from all sectors of education as well as informal learning.  
We understand the main audiences as including:
Formal studentsIndependent learnersLecturers/TutorsTeachersResearcherse-Learning specialistsProducers of open educational resources (OER)Primary and secondary school professionalsEducational technologistsSoftware developers People interested in using open dataPolicymakers
Secondary audience(s) include:
AdministratorsSupport staffEducation managersPublishersParents/Guardians of learnersFunders'Creatives' interested in open licensing
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3. How This Book Was Written
The Open Education Handbook is a community project of the Open Education Working Group, initiatedby the LinkedUp Project and contributed to other organisations (e.g., Creative Commons and Mozilla)and individuals.
The writing of this handbook was co-ordinated by the Open Knowledge, a worldwide network ofpeople passionate about openness, using advocacy, technology and training to unlock informationand enable people to work with it to create and share knowledge. Open Knowledge believesknowledge can empower everyone, enabling people to work together to tackle local and globalchallenges, understand our world, expose inefficiency and challenge inequality and hold governmentsand companies accountable.
The content of the Handbook has been crowdsourced and was drafted over a series of online andoffline events.  The initial outline was created by 17 open education experts at a booksprint in Londonin September 2013, with refinement continuing online after the booksprint. A second booksprint tookplace in Berlin in November 2013, and further ideas were contributed to the book as a result of OPPI:Helsinki Learning Festival in April 2014. The latest draft was further reviewed at OKFestival in BerlinJuly 2014. Sections have also been formulated through collaborative efforts based on the 'FridayChats' from the Open Education Working group mailing list. An editorial review of the handbook tookplace in September 2014.
We continue to be interested in contributions from experts and practictioners who can help us tofurther refine the information we have gathered, and encourage feedback.
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5. Licence
The Open Education Handbook is licenced under a the following Creative Commons licence.
Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)
This license lets others distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon this work (even commercially) as longas credit is provided for the original creation. This is among the most accommodating of CC licensesoffered, and recommended for maximum dissemination and use of licensed materials.
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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6. What Is 'Open' Education?
Precisely what 'open' means in open education has been the subject of some debate.  Contemporaryeducation as a whole may be broadly understood as incorporating a wide range of pedgogical andscholarly activities which can take place inside or outside formal institutions.  Very broadly, these caninclude:
learning, whether through instruction, guided activity or self-directed learning; teaching which can include mentoring and all non-instructivist activities around the deliberatenurturing of knowledge; assessment which may be any combination of summative, formative and/or diagnostic; accreditation which can include recognising learner or educator accomplishment;
policymaking at any level of education or governance where this influences curriculum, fundingand procedures in education; and
administration, dealing with recruitment, admissions, retention, progression, graduation,timetabling, reporting, and management.
In a traditional learning environment (such as a school or university) these aspects of practice tend torelate to each other in familar ways.  When we talk about open education we're really interested inthe ways in which our practices can change as a result of adopting open practices, but also ineducation outside of formal institutions.
Open Education is a collective term that is used to refer to many practices and activities that haveboth openness and education at their core.  First and foremost, open education is about removingbarriers to education. This may be through removing entry requirements, as The Open University (UK)has done, or by making content and data freely and legally available for reuse. However it alsoreflects other cultural changes, such as the move to open up learning methods and practices, whichsees the blurring or removal of traditional roles such as teacher and student, moving towards rolessuch as mentor and learner. 
Open Education is an area in which priorities and practices are continually changing. There are manyaspects of open education that engender debate (such as content licensing, definitions of open,incentives for participation, etc.) and other aspects that are less contentious (the need for technologyto support learning, data use to support education initiatives in the developing world, etc.) Overall,there is increasing recognition that education is being transformed and that open education can playa significant role in this transformation.
Some people tend to think about open education in terms of the content and resources used ineducation.  Seen this way, a piece of data or content is open when it meets the Open Definition, "ifanyone is free to use, reuse, and redistribute it — subject only, at most, to the requirement toattribute and/or share-alike."  This means that, with the right 'open' licence, resources like textbooks,websites, videos, curricula, lesson plans, audio and image files can be free to share and adaptaccording to pedagogical needs.  
Open licensing typically results in resources being made available more cheaply (or for free). Somecommentators have suggested that the distinction between 'open' and 'free' that is derived from theopen source movement. While free software focuses on the freedom of agents within the softwareworld (eg. users and developers) 'open source' software focuses on the advantages to the softwaredevelopment process of transparency and sharing. 
In open education, for a resource to be open, it must be both 'gratis' and free/open. That is, one mustbe able to access the educational resource at no cost and have the legal rights to reuse, revise, remixand redistribute the resource and/or adaptations of the resource. 
In the context of open education the focus until recently has tended toward open access to resources,but there are other ways of being open, reflected in the language of 'open educational practices'(OEP).  These are innovations in educational practice that are made possible by open licensing ofresources.
It is worth remembering that the open in 'open education' does not apply just to content, data orresources. Openness is part of wider change and movement towards equality and collaboration.
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Further Resources
An excellent introduction to open education is provided by the Open University's Open LearnOpen Education MOOC [http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/open-education/content-section-0].
Winning entries of the Why Open Education Matters video competition[http://whyopenedmatters.org/blog/2012/07/18/winners-announced/index.html]
The Capetown Open Education Declaration [http://www.capetowndeclaration.org/]
The Hewlett Foundation's white paper on Open Educational Resources[http://www.hewlett.org/sites/default/files/OER%20White%20Paper%20Nov%2022%202013%20Final.pdf]
UNESCO's portal to Open Educational Resources [http://www.unesco.org/new/en/communication-and-information/access-to-knowledge/open-educational-resources/]
The benefits of open - position paper by CETIS/Open Scotland [http://publications.cetis.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Benefits-of-Open.pdf]
The Battle for Open - a perspective by Martin Weller[http://jime.open.ac.uk/jime/article/view/2013-15]
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7. History Of Open Education
Open Education covers a broad range of activities and has a long history. From the public librarymovement of the 19th century which promoted open universities and state-provided education, wheneducation suddenly became accessible to all, to the setting up of institutions like the Open Universityin the UK which lowered the boundaries to access.
An historical reconstruction is provided by Peters and Deimann (2013) who begin with the scholasticmovement of the Middle Ages.  They write: 
The late Middle Ages were characterised by a number of changes that “opened” education from what had been, until then, one mostly restricted to monastery open schools. A major factor wasthe growth of medieval towns and increasing urbanisation of society.. Out of the cathedral schoolsgrew what we today recognise as institutions of higher learning, then termed “studiumgenerale”. The “generale” or general nature already recognised the importance and signifiedthat it was “intended for entire Christendom without regard for national or territorialboundaries”.
By the late 1500s access to knowledge and learning had become very different. No longer aplace for the free exchange of students, teachers and ideas, the higher education institution hadbecome increasingly closed. By the 1600s the invention of the printing press was beginning tospread knowledge more widely.  
17th century coffee-houses provide us with another instance of openness. Here patrons from allwalks of life were given access to the premises and could sit down and read (or listen) to thelatest news, pamphlets and books and participate in lively discussions covering science, religion,business, literature and of course the latest gossip.  
The 18th century is marked by wide-ranging popular literacy among men. The popular responseto Thomas Paine’s 1791 Rights of Man fuelled “literacy from below” as artisans and the newindustrial working class taught one another to read and established growing numbers of self-education societies.
From the late 19th century until the end of the Second World War, miners’ libraries emerged asthe thirst for knowledge and rise of interest in self-education coincided with the growth of thecoal industry. With few exceptions, every mining town and village had its own “workmen’sinstitute”, containing, among other a reading room and a library that would be at the heart ofthe establishment. 
From the late 19th century until the end of the Second World War, miners’ libraries emerged asthe thirst for knowledge and rise of interest in self-education coincided with the growth of thecoal industry. With few exceptions, every mining town and village had its own “workmen’sinstitute”, containing, among other a reading room and a library that would be at the heart ofthe establishment. 
The 20th century continued to see education “open” as the belief in the people’s right to accesssociety’s knowledge grew. In Argentina for instance, this is particularly visible in the Universityof Buenos Aires, as shaped by the ideas of the 1918 Cordoba reform.
Openness was also enabled by further developments in distance learning. Best known is probablyThe Open University (UK) founded in the 1960s, at a time of significant developments incommunications technology and mass media. 
More recently it has taken on new impetus in a new direction, not disconnected with that history, butnot entirely similar in focus.  
Fabian Tompsett from Wikipedia argues that:
Open Education has its roots in the Civil Rights movement in America, in particular the FreedomSchools which were tied in with the Greensboro sit-ins where students broke down the colourbar. The students involved in this sit-ins took their college books with them and used the time tostudy.  People like Mario Savio and Tom Hayden acknowledge the role of what they learnt from theirparticipation in the civil rights movement in their subsequent activities like the Berkeley FreeSpeech Movement and the Port Huron Statement. These social movements played a crucial rolein providing the environment which gave rise to Silicon Valley.  The People's Computer Company were advocates of Open Source, and went on to spawn the
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Homebrew Computing Club. It was the social activism of the sixties and seventies which gave riseto the knowledge revolution and the technological advances which have had such an impact oncontemporary society. Fabian also points out that schools played a part too and IvanIllich and questioned the role of schools and advocated learning webs.
Technological innovation has naturally contributed to changes in educational practice but tools areoften enablers rather than drivers. Open education is very much the result of a dialectical relationshipbetween technology and human aspirations. As Ivan Illich said in Deschooling Society: "Technology isavailable to develop either independence and learning or bureaucracy and teaching."
As Martin Weller notes in The Battle for Open: "Openness has a long history in higher education. Itsfoundations lie in one of altruism, and the belief that education is a public good. It has undergonemany interpretations and adaptations, moving from a model which had open entry to study as itsprimary focus, to one that emphasises openly available content and resources. This change in thedefinition of openness in education has largely been a result of the digital and network revolution.Changes in other sectors, most notably the open source model of software production, and valuesassociated with the internet of free access and open approaches have influenced (and beeninfluenced by) practitioners in higher education. The past decade or so has seen the growth of aglobal open education movement, with significant funding from bodies such as the William and FloraHewlett Foundation and research councils. Active campaigners in universities have sought to establishprogrammes that will release content (data, teaching resources, publications) openly, while othershave adopted open practices regarding their own working, through social media and blogs. This hasbeen combined with related work on open licenses (notably Creative Commons) which allow easyreuse and adaptation of content, advocacy at policy level for nation or state-wide adoption of opencontent and sharing of resources, and improved technology and infrastructure that make thisopenness both easy and inexpensive."
Further Resources
Open Education Timeline - the interactive online timeline created by the Open Education WorkingGroup [http://education.okfn.org/timeline/]
Intro to Openness in Education - a course by David Wiley for the School of Open[https://p2pu.org/en/courses/140/intro-to-openness-in-education]
David, Kernohan and Amber, Thomas (2012) OER - a historical perspective[http://repository.jisc.ac.uk/4915/]
Tompsett Fabian (2013) Vernacular Education, a presentation at Eduwiki 2013.[https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vernacular_Education_%28Cardiff_2013%29.pdf]
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8. Education: Traditional & Open
The full effect of open education is yet to be seen. It is likely that the cultural shift that is needed foropen education to reach its potential will take time, and despite the speed of change in thetechnology area open education is still in its infancy.
However studies have been carried out to gauge the effect of Open Educational Resources (OER) useon teaching and learning. The Jisc OER Impact Study was conducted between November 2010 andJune 2011 by a team from the University of Oxford. It concluded in July 2011, reporting that the mainimpact factors of OER are pedagogic, attitudinal, logistical and strategic.
Some argue that OER have so far failed to reach their potential. The paper Ten Years Later: WhyOpen Educational Resources Have Not Noticeably Affected Higher Education, and Why We ShouldCare notes that significant adoption hurdles to OER exist, including discoverability, quality control,failure to organise and acquisition.
One interesting area for discussion is the affect open online courses has on closed courses throughthe release of 'solutions' and 'answers'. Some open courseware providers specify that solutions toproblems should not be shared online - but of course whether it is specified or not people sharesolutions, primarily with good intentions and for good reason. Jasmine Tsal talks about the "unspokenparadoxes between a closed, formal education and its simultaneous attempt to be “open”.  Jasmineoffers up three questions for discussion:
1. How does a school reconcile the consequences of making a course open?
2. Should a school rethink its policy on cheating?
3. Should a school reflect upon the nature of its assignments?
Arguably the full impact of the open education movement has yet to be felt in traditional education. The OER Research Hub is the largest project collecting data on this topic and will be releasing reportsin 2015.
Further Resources
The Battle for Open - a perspective by MartinWeller [http://jime.open.ac.uk/jime/article/view/2013-15]An open education not ready to be open: Reflections on the tensions between open educationand traditional schooling by Jasmine Tsal [https://medium.com/p/5218003865a1]Traditional vs. Open Education - Discussion from Future of Technology in Education (FOTE)conference [http://fote-conference.com/2011/08/23/traditional-vs-open-education/]Why are schools locked shut most of the time?' Terry Loane[http://terryloane.typepad.com/reallylearn/2014/03/why-are-schools-locked-shut-most-of-the-time.html]
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9. Benefits Of Open Education 
There are many organisations, groups and individuals who can potentially benefit from openeducation and open educational practices.
The OER Research Hub project investigates some of the key claims made about the benefits of OERand open education.  Their research hypotheses provides a good overview of the potential benefits.
Use of OER leads to improvement in student performance and satisfactionPeople use OER differently from other online materialsOER widen participation in educationUse of OER is an effective method for improving retention for at-risk studentsUse of OER leads to critical reflection by educators, with evidence of improvement in theirpracticeOER adoption brings financial benefits for students/institutionsInformal learners use a variety of (quality) indicators when selecting OERInformal learners develop their own forms of study supportOpen education acts as a bridge to formal educationOER use encourages institutions to change their policiesInformal assessments motivate learners using OER
The latest evidence for these claims can be reviewed at OER Impact Map. 
Much has been written about more specific instances where open education approaches can bringbenefit. 
The Commonwealth of Learning report Benefits and Challenges of OER for Higher EducationInstitutions notess that: "anecdotal evidence suggests that OER may improve educational practices,coherence across courses, technical quality and research into pedagogy; facilitate technicalimprovements and the development of high quality and shareable images; and improve mechanismsfor accreditation and external endorsement. Survey responses suggest that OER does not reducematerials development costs directly, but instead is still requiring additional funding. However, OERmay indirectly increase the number of registrations thereby increase tuition fees; lower some of themarketing costs; and enable a new business model through offering services around OER."
Institutions have also benefited from open data and transparency that can lead to better funding andinfrastructure.  
The MIT report Open Educational Resources: Benefits for Faculty and Students argues that openly-licensed learning materials are easy to find and access, encouraging more independent and flexiblelearning opportunities for students. OER courses allow students to explore materials before enrolling,making them better prepared before they arrive in the classroom. 
Open education has given access to those who previously had no access to educational materials,resources and practices. This means that someone can study using a Massively Open Online Course(MOOC) or OER generally without having to attend a formal learning instution.
Further Resources
Benefits of openness in education - wiki for Open Education Summit 2012[http://benefitsofopen.wikispaces.com/HOME+-+Benefits+of+Openness]
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10. Access, Participation, Collaboration
It is possible to regard openness in different ways. One approach is to contrast 'open access' with'open participation' or 'open contribution'. Open Education has in the past tended to focus on access,but an argument can be made that open participation and contribution is a more important indicatorof openness than access to resources.
P2PU offers a course in Designing Collaborative Workshops that explores ideas around openparticipation.
 Within the course it defines the following terms:
Participatory - Trying to break down the barriers between the student and the teacher.Collaborative - Collaborative processes help us move away from the dominant theory of singleauthor works, or ownership by one organisation/individual of what is created or the tools used tocreate it.
Open participation goes beyond the student-teacher relationship; it arguably can embody the student-student relationship, the student-course relationship and possibly more relaltionships. Openparticipation can involve many different communities, from established education institutions with awealth of experience, to commercial companies, and individuals who are new to open practices.
The Heartbleed Bug offers a cautionary tale for the Open Education community. It occurred becauseeveryone was using OpenSSL code, but no one was checking the work. Participation is an importantpart of an open process.
The challenge is for Open Education Practitioners and communities to bring in those from outside.Once people recognized that open knowledge can be enriched by individual academic experiencethey will feel more motivated to know and participate, not just as an audience member but as aprotagonist.
If Open Education is primarily about access to (open) resources then to some extent the burden andresponsibilty is placed on those with the technical ability to create resources and share them. Thebalance of power is uneven, resources continue to be designed from a particular perspective and onecould argue that to some extent Open Education becomes a form of socio-cultural colonialism. Forexample, there are still relatively few people currently taking on the dual role of consumer anddeveloper of open education resources (this is often more pronounced in developing countries).
Further Resources
Open as in oer and open as in MOOC by Pat Lockley[http://www.slideshare.net/Pgogy/open-as-in-oer-and-open-as-in-mooc]
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11. Open Educational Resources (OER)
One way of thinking about open education is with reference to making educational resources -materials that are used for teaching and learning - more openly available.  This is typically done byputting them online and making them available on an open licence which permits or encouragesadapation and/or re-use. 
The Hewlett Foundation defines open educational resources (OER) as follows: 
"Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching, learning, and research materials in any mediumthat reside in the public domain or have been released under an open license that permits their freeuse and re-purposing by others."
Some argue that for a resource to be an open educational resource, it must be both free to accessand openly licensed (or in the public domain). One could describe OER as “liberally licensed stuff foruse in education”. Wikipedia describes them (as of 21 November, 2014) as "freely accessible, openlylicensed documents and media that are useful for teaching, learning, educational, assessment andresearch purposes." OER can consist of full courses or components of courses, including coursematerials, lesson plans, textbooks, learning objects, videos, games, tests, software, or any other tool,material, or technique that supports access to knowledge.  
OER maximize the power of the Internet to improve teaching and learning, and increase access toeducation.
Open Educational Resources meet the “4Rs Framework,” meaning that users have free access and allof the legal rights necessary to:
Reuse:  Content can be used in its unaltered form;
Revise: Content can be adapted, adjusted, modified or altered;
Remix: The original or revised content can be combined with other content to create somethingnew;
Redistribute: Copies of the content can be shared with others in its original, revised or remixedform.  
Although some people also consider the use of an open technical format to be an essentialcharacteristic of OER, this is not a universally acknowledged requirement.
Further Resources
The Hewlett definition of OER [http://www.hewlett.org/programs/education/open-educational-resources]Understanding OER in 10 videos by OER Research Hub [https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWZ0HETZsWsN2h70E3MFCUQD1kh59wTxt ]The Jisc InfoKit provides an excellent introductory guide to OER[https://openeducationalresources.pbworks.com/w/page/24836860/What%20are%20Open%20Educational%20Resources]
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12. Types Of OER
Open Educational Resources (OERs) can divided up in many ways. For example open courseware,open textbooks and MOOCs can all be OER.
Here are some examples of OERs:
Complete coursesIndividual course units or modulesTextbooksLesson plansSyllabiLecturesAssignmentsGamesQuizzesPodcastsVideos
OER can also be divided up by their content format, though most OER will be comprised of a varietyof media.
Text ledVideo ledAnimation ledMultiple media
One distinction which may be useful to think about is between 'Big' OER and 'Little' OER. Big OERs are institutionally generated ones that arise from projects such as OpenLearn. These areusually of high quality, contain explicit teaching aims, presented in a uniform style and form part of atime-limited, focused project with portal and associated research and data. 
Little OERs are the individually produced, low cost resources. They are produced by anyone, not just educators, may not have explicit educational aims, have low production quality and areshared through a range of third party sites and services.
Further Resources
Martin Weller on 'Big and little OER'. [http://oro.open.ac.uk/24702/2/926FFABC.pdf]
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13. Why Use OER?
Economic benefits
Releasing OER can have significant reputational gain and others may do so if you do not. It is anopportunity to be a leader in a fast moving and highly significant area. Letting students preview highquality resources prior to applying at your institution may boost recruitment and is good practice.
Good sharing practice
Apart from these (economic) reasons, publishing resources openly is reclaiming traditional academicpractice of sharing knowledge. Releasing material can help bridge gaps between groups. Seeing thecontent used for for teaching and learning in universities can help people realise that highereducation may not be too big a step for them.
Concerns
Concerns may focus around lack of knowledge about the intellectual property rights (IPR) of yourresources. For example you may be sure about IPR but know you cut some corners. Institutions andstaff may also worry about criticism of their materials.
Educator perspectives
Creation of OER has big benefits to individuals, educational institutions and society as a whole. If youare an educator it makes sense to create and use OER.
It should be noted that there are differences between OER activity in schools and in tertiary educationinstitutions. In schools, OER are hugely valuable for teachers, especially those in the developing world.In tertiary education and for researchers, the focus shifts and it is not just about access to materials,but about making it possible (usually via open access models) to share materials more easily andcreating platforms for more work to become visible (and therefore attract funding).
Teachers are responsible for creating great learning experiences, not (necessarily) for creating all theresources needed for this themselves. Reusing existing OER frees up time that can be spent on otheraspects of the teaching and learning process. Their use can help you expand your range of teachingmaterials.
If you are teaching a common subject, chances are that somebody else has already created greatlearning resources for the same or a similar context. Students can also access these resources ontheir own, so why not point them to these resources or incorporate them into your teaching? This canprovide motivation to further improve the resources and re-release them openly for others to reuse.
Getting your materials out there as an educator can both help raise your profile and allow yourresources to be improved by other users.  Creating OER can also improve practice by encouragingreflection, and may facilitate networking and collaboration with other subject experts. Use andcreation of OER facilitates looking outside your immediate environment and getting broader anddifferent views on topic areas. 
Institutional Perspectives
Creating OER puts content-rich material on the the web that will be indexed by Google and can beused to attract potential students to departmental web pages. OER creation and use align well withinstitutional missions where (at least) part of that mission is to disseminate knowledge broadly andwith minimal impediment.
OER can also make it easier for staff to find what other educators have produced, encouragingfurther sharing within your institution. It sends a message that reuse - building on the efforts of others- is more efficient than a go-it-alone approach and can bring pedagogical benefits.  OER work allowspotential partners to see what you cover in your courses, which may facilitate partnerships with, forexample, local colleges or businesses.
OER production and use can be encouraged by institutions who offer some professional recognition toscholars who practice open education. 
Learner Perspectives  
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OER help learners can find information instantly on virtually any topic, and connect with peers acrossthe globe.  OER can help informal learners to build up confidence about formal education and supporttheir transition into institutional contexts. By lowering the cost of education, OER also help students tobegin and complete their courses of study, where they may feel more free to focus because ofreduced financial pressure. 
Using OER allows students to be educators and start experimenting with learning and teachingmaterials. As a learner you can become an educator, mentor, facilitator, or simply a much betterinformed citizen.
Further Resources
Jisc: A guide to OER: case studies[http://www.jisc.ac.uk/publications/programmerelated/2013/Openeducationalresources.aspx#Benefits]Open Courseware Consortium Toolkits page for addressing concerns, making the case, gettingan OCW project off the ground [http://www.ocwconsortium.org/resources/toolkits/]
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14. History Of The OER Movement
The Free to Learn Guide offers a brief history of the OER movement. The MITOpenCourseWare project is seen as the first recognised OER project, though the open educationmovement predates this event with roots in open source, open and distance learning and openknowledge. David Wiley coined the term open content in 1998 and OER was first used atUNESCO's 2002 Forum on the Impact of Open Courseware for Higher Education in DevelopingCountries. In September 2007 a meeting in Cape Town led to the Cape Town Open EducationDeclaration release on 22 January 2008.
The OER movement is comprised of four main categories (from SPARC site):
OpenCouseWare (OCW): OpenCourseWare is the digital publication of high quality educationalmaterials that are freely and openly licensed, and are available online to anyone, anytime. Theyfrequently include course planning and evaluation tools along with thematic content.OpenCourseWare initiatives range in scope from mirroring traditional classroom sizedendeavors, to the emerging MOOC (massive open online course) model, which enables large-scale participation by anyone with Internet access.
OER Publishers: The rapid rise in the cost of textbooks, combined with the high demand foraffordable alternatives, has led to the emergence of new open publishing efforts for textbooksand other OER. This category also includes initiatives geared toward developing specificcollections of OER, such as the Khan Academy and Saylor Foundation.
OER Repositories: Digital repositories have evolved into a convenient place to find, share andremix OER from a variety of sources. They range in scope from portals and gateways thatprovide access to information on OER and aggregated content resources to institutionalrepositories with source content and tools to develop OER.
Publicly-Funded Initiatives: Increasingly, policymakers on the local, state and national levels aredeveloping policies that encourage the creation and adoption of OER. Approaches vary fromdirectly funding the creation of OER to conditioning federal or state research dollars to requirethat any Education Resources produced as a result of that funding be made openly accessible.(See POERUP and OER Policy in Europe)
Further Resources
Open Education Timeline by the Open Education WorkingGroup [http://education.okfn.org/timeline/]OER History (University of Maryland) [http://libguides.umuc.edu/oer]History of OER by David Wiley [http://www.hewlett.org/uploads/files/HistoryofOER.pdf]OER History by Bernard Nkuyubwatsi [https://vimeo.com/67601519] David, Kernohan and Amber, Thomas (2012) OER - a historical perspective[http://repository.jisc.ac.uk/4915/]Open educational resources - the story so far (JISC)[http://www.jisc.ac.uk/publications/programmerelated/2013/Openeducationalresources.aspx#Open%20educational%20resources%20the%20story%20so%20far]
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15. Finding And Using OER
Finding OER
Though a Google search can often provide many relevant results (tip use Google Advanced Search:filter by "Usage Rights") several search engines exist to help users find Open Educational Resources.The list from the OER Info Kit includes:
OCWFinder - "search, recommend, collaborate, remix" Temoa - "a knowledge hub that eases a public and multilingual catalog of Open EducationalResources (OER) which aims to support the education community to find those resources andmaterials that meet their needs for teaching and learning through a specialized and collaborativesearch system and social tools." University Learning = OCW+OER = Free custom search engine - a meta-search engineincorporating many different OER repositories (uses Google Custom Search) XPERT - "a JISC funded rapid innovation project (summer 2009) to explore the potential ofdelivering and supporting a distributed repository of e-learning resources created and seamlesslypublished through the open source e-learning development tool called Xerte Online Toolkits. Theaim of XPERT is to progress the vision of a distributed architecture of e-learning resources forsharing and re-use." OER Dynamic Search Engine - a wiki page of OER sites with accompanied search engine(powered by Google Custom Search)
The UNESCO OER Toolkit links to further useful, annotated resources and repositories.
JISC Digital Media maintain guidance on finding video, audio and images online, including thoselicensed as Creative Commons.
OER Glue - tool aiming to facilitate course building by 'stitching' together OERs from a range ofsources
Creative Commons Search  is not a search engine, but rather offers convenient access to searchservices provided by other independent organizationsor 
DiscoverEd is a search prototype developed by Creative Commons to explore metadataenhanced search, specifically for OER
Jorum is the UK's largest OER repository
OpenCourseware Consortium / Open Education Consortium is a worldwide community ofhundreds of higher education institutions and associated organizations committed to advancingopen education and its impact on global education>
Find OER - guidance from the Open Professionals Education NetworkOER Commons is a worldwide learning network of shared teaching and learning materials madefreely available onlineCurriki -  a nonprofit organization who provide open educational resources primarily in supportof K-12educationWikipedia is a multilingual, web-based, free-content encyclopedia project supported bythe Wikimedia Foundation and based on an openly editable model Project Guttenberg provides free, high qulaity e-booksConnexions / Openstax College provide open textbooksCK-12 Foundation is a California-based non-profit organization whose stated mission is to reducethe cost of, and increase access to, K-12 education in the United States and worldwideTED Education provide lesson content that can be remixedSMartHistory - a multimedia web-book about art and art historyLivebinders - online content curationSolvonauts is an open education search engineOpen Education database provides a range of ways of navigating and finding open content
 
Using OER
The JISC publication A guide to OERs offers some advice in using OER. Develop a clear rationale along
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with credible business and benefit cases, perhaps using examples from elsewhere in your institution. 
OER may be of interest to almost anyone in your organisation from library staff to learners toacademics or marketing professionals Build on previous work, tap into staff expertise and capitalise on the enthusiasm that alreadyexists Help staff develop the necessary skills and knowledge to create and use open educationalresources Support changes in teaching practice through awareness-raising, workshops, capacity buildingand communities of practice Create a culture of openness across the institution Find ways to reward and recognise staff members who create and use open educationalresources Consider building open educational resources into the approval processes for your virtuallearning environment Take an incremental approach starting with the low-hanging fruit Adapt existing policies (relating to intellectual property, learning, teaching and assessment)where they already exist to create a gentle, less threatening transition towards openness Alternatively, initiate a new special open educational resources policy to act as a powerful signalthat the institution is fully committed to supporting implementation Embed the creation and use of open educational resources into other institutional activities tomake it more sustainable
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16. Assessing OER Quality
Naturally there are concerns about the quality of OER because they are typically made available forfree. Users may worry about the source of a resource; for example, whether the resource wascreated by a legitimate institution or knowledgable individual. Institutions may worry that releasingmaterials exposes flaws in teaching practices or materials. Many argue that the transparency ofprocess will result in better quality resources than those developed in a closed environment.
Jisc infokit suggests the following criteria for assessment of quality:
AccuracyReputation of author/institutionStandard of technical production Accessibility Fitness for purpose
There is also a role for subject specialists (educators and librarians) in assessing the quality andsuitability of a particular resource.
If a resource can be improved, it should be improved:  and then re-released on an open licence soothers can benefit from better quality OER.
Further Resources
Open educational resources Infokit: Quality[https://openeducationalresources.pbworks.com/w/page/24838164/Quality%20considerations]OER Quality ( David Wiley) [http://opencontent.org/blog/archives/2947]Quality Assurance Framework by Wiki Educator[http://wikieducator.org/WikiEducator:Quality_Assurance_Framework/Contribution_Levels]OER Quality Project [http://oerqualityproject.wordpress.com/]OPAL | Open Educational Quality Initiative [http://www.oer-quality.org/]
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17. Creating & Developing OER
Both educators and institutions need to understand the landscape of open education. As an educatoryou need to familarise yourself with your institution’s licenses and policies. You can start to findalternatives to questionable resources in one of the OER repositories and talk to OER practitioners, orjoin a group like OER-Discuss. Look at what is out there and see if there is anything that you could useor re-purpose, and talk to colleagues to get their perspectives.
Once you have made the decision to develop OER you need to think about a strategy for movingforward. Successful approaches have used the following ideas:
Develop incrementally, making generic versions available too
Each part of an OER, such as a picture, or text, can also be an OER and can be shared as well
You probably already have potential OER - any resource you use which does not use otherpeople’s copyrighted work could be an OER
You don’t need to be an elearning genius to make an OER, a Powerpoint file can be an OER
Once developed - all you need to do is choose an open licence(http://creativecommons.org/choose/)
Construct the resource with the intention of releasing it as an OER from the start to avoid 3rdparty copyrighted material rather than fix it retrospectively.
When creating OER you will need to:
Check the license
Attribute the author, and include a disclaimer and takedown
If stuck, people working openly tend to like helping
Share what you’ve made
Share what you’ve learned
OERs in a completed state can sometimes be difficult to reuse. It is often the case that the separatecomponents or elements of an OER have more reuse potential.
There has been some exploration around this idea.  Megan Beckett from Siyavula proposes that“when creating/authoring/aggregating OER/open textbooks for reuse, the final step should then be todisaggregate it into its component parts to allow for easy and accessible remixing (ie. make up thenbreak up!).” (http://meganbeckett.wordpress.com/2014/04/25/oer-make-up-then-break-up/)
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Other ideas are the use of http://coursefork.org/ described as a sort of a OER github. 
The Open Educational Ideas project is looking at this area. It argues that one of the main challengesof OER reuse is their complete state: "What is clearly lacking is a feeling that learning opportunitieshave to be created by educators themselves. We call this concept emotional ownershipwhichdescribes what kind of emotional / affective relation an educator has towards certain resources. Thus,the not-invented-here syndrome seems to be even more relevant in the educational domain".
If you have made the decision to develop OER at your institution it is worth being aware of some ofthe biggest challenges. The three most significant challenges that you will need to addressare copyright issues, quality control and sustainability of any OER developed. Researching in advanceand planning for the future should help mitigate issues around copyright and sustainability. Startingout with a well-defined specification and testing content on both teachers and learners should helpwith quality assurance. 
Challenges
The main challenge in OER creation is striking the balance between simplicity, as a requirement foreducators, and complexity, as a requirement for developers.  A number of other issues that mightarise are listed below:
Be sure to have appropriate permissions before you assign an open licenceThink about what kind of metadata will be relevant and include only thisMake sure that consent has been attained from relevant partiesDon't ignore rights other than copyright (such as performance rights and data protection)Include a disclaimer and takedown policy, and act on it if necessaryThink carefully about attributionPractise what you preach - use stuff that’s already out there where possible rather than makingmoreEncourage re-purposing and re-use 
Educators need an editor that is simple and easy to use, otherwise they will not use it, developersneed a level of complexity to achieve the functionality required,
Dirk Uys from P2PU explains:“I think the problem has two parts to it. The first part is to provide a toolthat is easy to use. The second part is to teach the user more about the medium they are using.Without the second part I feel that we are just providing tools and not empowering educators.  Thequestions for me becomes - in what way do you teach more about the medium without distractingfrom the short term goal of creating/remixing some content and without intimidating the user toomuch?”
Another question posed by Raniere Silva is what way do you teach more about the medium without
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distracting from the short term goal of creating/remixing some content and without intimidating theuser too much?
Some of the proposed solutions pose barriers for most educators self-publishing materials due to theirtechnical nature.  Many argue that tools for remixing ultimately need to make it easier to ‘copy andpaste from one place to the other’.
Other challenges include licences, which as well as technical formats, effect the practicalities ofmoving course materials; version control  which can also cause problems; and the benefit of using adistributed version control system versus a centrealised system.
There are also issues with tools being editor dependent resulting the user will be limited by the editorfeatures. It should be possible to use git and allow the user choose the HTML convert tool to allowhe/she use the editor (or markup language) that best suit his/her needs. E.g. for a K-8 teacher aWYSIWYG editor is better but for a math high education teacher LaTeX can be preferable and for aengineering high education teacher IPython Notebook. MathML is also an issue, to some degreeaddressed by using the Aloha editor.  
Michael Chesterman of FLOSS Manuals makes an argument for using ePubs. He explains that mostOER are shared by the person / team that writes them and that online courses, Moocs, OERrepositories are increasingly the place where OER are collaboratively written using blog type,wysiswyg tools which output HTML pages. Format specs like Scorm and metadata standards like LOMare too hard for self publishers to use, however epubs are the most suitable candidate to allowimporting and exporting of OER into these platform allowing us the freedom to exit and remixbetween repositories. EDUPUB is in danger of bringing a lot of complexity to the equation andhindering uptake. He argues that we shouldn’t get hung up on interactivity but should get theworkflow working with simple epubs first and use the web coding priciple of "progressiveenhancement" to bring more interactivity to OER. He points out that exported ePubs work well onmobile devices. However Math on the Web and EPUB has many issues. MathML is W3Crecommendation for how insert math on Web pages and was adopt by EPUB3. The first issue is thatonly a few browsers and epub readers support it. Firefox is the web browser with best support toMathML and it doesn’t support many important features. iBooks support part of MathML specificationthere are currently no ereaders that do it. Right know, almost all web pages that need maths is usingsome polyfill solution, e.g. MathJax, and this approach has some problems, specially for EPUBs. Another issue is that type math isn't easy. Some times you request that the user knows LaTeX orother markup and others time the user need to spend time selection "anchors" at a WYSIWYG editor.
Pat Lockley argues that most reuse of OERs is through linking. With this practice comes the massiveproblem of link-rot. Especially given the influence of venture capital in the sector where OER areonline for as long at the funding is coming in. A case in point is coursefork.org - which stopped beforeit even really started. Linking out to resources on a platform that invites user contributions with noreal commitment to keeping them there is a real problem. Data portability should mitigate theproblem so users of the platform can at a minimum archive their own data and upload it somewhereelse. And ideally it encourages reuse /remix.  Also, as a hack, where the licence permits it, usersshould grab HTML pages and import them into longer lasting community driven OER repositorieswhich are in it for the long run. It is possible handle URLs, or mirror sites (some form of LOCKSS)would help here.
Further Resources
Open Educational Resources: Opportunities andChallenges [http://www.oecd.org/edu/ceri/37351085.pdf]Challenges of developing OERs for an internationalaudience [http://sloanconsortium.org/conference/2012/aln/challenges-developing-open-educational-resources-international-audience]Realising the Open in Open Educational Resources: Practical Concerns and Solutions[https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/757135/Friesen2013chap6.pdf]Wikieducator OER Handbook for Educators[http://wikieducator.org/OER_Handbook/educator_version_one]
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18. Useful Software For OER Creation
There is a considerable amount of software that can support the development and release of OER.Take a look at:
Audacity - a free and open source audio editing tool
Open Office - a free and open source alternative to Microsoft Office, handy for changing theformats of files
Jing or Camstudio - handy for making screen captures
Xerte - an open source tool developed by the University of Nottingham(http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/xerte)
BlueGriffon http://www.bluegriffon.org/ an open source WYSIWYG HTML editor
USEEK is a public tool providing search over a wide range of software tools available foreducational purposes (such as OER authoring) http://linkededucation.org/applications/#useek &http://www.gsic.uva.es/seek/useek/
The OERPub is in the process of developing an online editor (to be ready in 2014), which willallow for easy development and editing of OER, facilitating the process of sharing, licensing andadapting resources.
You might want to avoid some software. For example Adobe Acrobat (PDF while handy is not really anopen format). Good practice is to provide open versions of closed documents like PDF as well (e.g.on OpenOffice, LibreOffice .ODT, .ODS, .ODP formats). It's possible to bundle both versions using afree compression software like 7-Zip. Popular formats like Microsoft Word, Excel, Powerpointetc. while ubiquitous are not truly open. Open alternatives would e.g. be RTF orthe OpenOffice formats, ODT for texts, ODP for presentations etc. Be careful with anything having anApple sign on it because most Apple formats are proprietary (e.g. iTunesU). You can release stuff oniTunesU but good OER practice would be to release them in Open formats in parallel (which is littleextra effort). Also try and avoid anything that needs a plugin and Flash.
These sites are also very useful:
Xpert Picture attribution (http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/xpert/attribution) allows you to searchCreative Commons Licensed content and embed the license
Flickr allows you to search for pictures and videos with a Creative Commons License
Wikimedia Commons (http://commons.wikimedia.org) allows you to search for media files, someof which will have Creative Commons Licenses
Creative Commons (http://creativecommons.org) lots of useful links and resouces on licensingcontent
Web 2 Rights (http://www.web2rights.org.uk/) lots of resources on intellectual property on theinternet
There are certain sites where you may need to tread carefully:
Content on Youtube may be in violation of copyright - public doesn't mean open
Content from MOOC sites - MOOCs refer to 'open' in that the cources are free and open toeveryone, but they are generally not openly licensed.
Resources in the Public Domain - some resources are “Public Domain”, but “Public Domain” canmean “Free of Copyright”- but it’s meaning is not consistent internationally
University Sites - just because it is on a University site, doesn’t mean you have the right to use it
Your own VLE - other lecturers may have different licence agreements.
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19. Publishing OER Online
There are lots of options for publishing OER online, including: 
Pictures - Flickr is widely used, free and has Creative Commons supportVideo - Vimeo and Youtube have support for Creative Commons licensesSound - Soundcloud has support for Creative Commons licensesPowerpoint - Slideshare has support for Creative Commons licensesYour own blog - you can use the Creative Commons Licence Picker to get the HTML to attributeyour resources (http://creativecommons.org/choose/)Jorum is the UK's largest OER repositoryOER Commons is a worldwide learning network of shared teaching and learning materials madefreely available onlineCurriki is a nonprofit organization who provide open educational resources primarily in support ofK-12educationCreative Commons has a wiki page featuring a few of the most popular communities where youcan publish your media under CC licenses
However, it shoudl be noted that no well-known definition of Open Educational Resources (OERs)states that the resource must be available online in order to be considered open.
In fact OERs do not even have to be digital. Public domain novels, poetry, photographs, andvideos can be used as OERs. Modern creators can open license their artwork, film photographs andvideos, and hand-written or manually-typed materials. These can be reproduced using photocopiertechniques. Creative Commons give details on how to apply licenses offline. The original Open Bible,advocated through the work of William Hunter and others, can be seen as an early offline OER. Evensome sculptures can be reproduced using moulds. 
Materials that are digital need not be online; they can be used on paper or on devices notconnected to the Internet. Two studies (PIRGS and PEARSON) show that students prefer boundtextbooks 3 to 1 over digital (note that other surveys also show an increasing preference for digitalbooks). If open textbooks are to compete with commercial textbooks, they must be available asbound paper books. 
If we define online as "on the Internet" then we are overlooking other technologies to allow us toshare resources, such as: radio, television, telephone, and text. 
A early forerunner of Massively Open Online Courses (MOOCS) were correspondence coursesinvented by, among others, Briton Isaac Pitman in 1840. American university level distance educationbegan in 1874 at Illinois Wesleyan University where bachelor and graduate degrees could be obtainedin absentia. Educational radio began in 1920 and educational television mid-century.
If a resource is not available online then some might argue that stops it from being available to aglobal audience. However these resources are already open so when the conditions are right andsome has the time they can be digitised and uploaded and made available.
However when a version is available online there is need to encourage OER producers tooffer an offline/portable version wherever feasible. The main reason for this is to enable thosewho do not have access to broadband, computers or internet-enabled devices to still be able to useopen resources. This issue was discussed at the Making it Matter workshop held in London in May2014:
"Poor infrastructure (energy, ICT, etc.) means that education can rarely be carried out solely online.We need to stop making technology and device assumptions and ensure adaptability of resources anddata."
The Khan Academy is seen as exemplary in this regard. At least two different groupings of Wikipedia(in English) are available for schools offline and are highly valued in schools in relatively remotelocations (for example, in the islands of Fiji or in Vanuatu).
It has been noted that there is a reluctance in the mainstream IT community (corporates as well asmost academic researchers ) to work with anything offline because today’s big profits in IT areavailable in Internet technologies. However there is no reason why a MOOC cannot be partly offline.In fact, processes like examinations-for-certificates are increasingly “offlined” if they were to havevalue to future or current employers (an example: https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/explorer). Similarto the examination, part of an online course can be delivered offline.
Back in the 1990s a lot of emailing in India used to be part offline: people composed email in a stand-alone computer and bicycled to an Internet café from where it was emailed and mail was alsoreceived. As recently as 2007, a small campus of an international Ag research center in Niger enabled
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staff to compose email on the Local Area Network (LAN). Twice daily someone carried a CD to theonly city nearby to up/download messages.
There is however a hidden assumption that unless one has the level of IT infrastructure fairlycomparable with what one obtains in a mid-level OECD country, many of the online processes wouldnot be viable. This is not valid. It is also important to note that, in emerging economies, Internetaccess from mobile devices is fast outstripping access from laptops and PC’s- a fact reported in thefamous Meeker’s report (KPCB) on Internet Trends even in 2013.
Ideally a resource should be in an open format using an open standard (a standard that ispublicly available and has various rights to use associated with it) to be open. However this will notalways be the case. Some OERs are not available online and others may use proprietary formats.
Further Resources
Student PRGs Report: Make Textbooks Affordable [http://www.studentpirgs.org/reports/course-correction]Pearson Foundation: Survey on Students and Tablets[http://www.pearsonfoundation.org/downloads/PF_Tablet_Survey_Summary.pdf]KPCB Internet Trends 2014:[http://www.kpcb.com/internet-trends]Open Floss Manuals: Rights and Freedoms - data portability[http://en.flossmanuals.net/an-open-web/your-rights-and-freedoms/]The $5 Textbook - Utah Open Textbook Project [http://utahopentextbooks.org/2011/08/26/the-5-textbook/]The Open Professional Education Network's (OPEN) tech formats for open educational resourcesas specified for the US Department of Labor's TAACCCT program grantees:[http://open4us.org/about/what-is-open/#techstandards]
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20. Editor Tools For Building And Remixing OERs
Once OERs have been created then building on them, remixing them, forking them and restructuringthem requires editor tools. Currently tools are available but aren’t always suitable.
Software carpentry describes the problem:
"And then there's the maintenance problem. Software Carpentry's lessons are constantly evolving;how can someone who depends on them know whether everything they require is still there a year ortwo down the road? With software, they can recompile their program or re-run its unit tests and seewhether things still work. There's no equivalent for lessons---no easy way to find out whetherdependencies that used to resolve are still there. Sooner or later, any large, multi-author project hasto find a way to track and manage dependencies. Conversely, I believe that if a project can't do this, itwon't be able to scale up. It isn't the only obstacle to collaborative lesson development, or the biggest,but it is an obstacle, even within Software Carpentry itself. If we can figure out how to solve it, we'll beone step closer to helping all the potential Lorena Barbas out there create a network of wonderfullessons."
Tools
There are many possible solutions including:
Github [https://github.com]  - is a repository web-based hosting service, it provides a web-basedgraphical interface and desktop as well as mobile integration.Mercurial [http://mercurial.selenic.com] - a cross-platform, distributed revision control tool forsoftware developers.CrossFork [http://coursefork.org/] - a wysiwyg git editorKathi Fletcher's OER ePUB editor [http://oerpub.org] - open-source tools for authoring, adapting,remixing, and publishing open education resources and then delivering them to the web, mobile,tablet, and print, based on github too.OpenStax and Connexions [http://devblog.cnx.org/2014/07/openstax-cnx-development-tools.html] - developer tools.ePub [http://idpf.org/epub/30] - a free and open e-book standard by the International DigitalPublishing Forum (IDPF).Grabmy books [http://www.grabmybooks.com/] -  application that allows you to grab contentfrom the web and easily convert it in an epub file.Booktype [http://www.sourcefabric.org/en/booktype/] - The open source platform to help youwrite and publish print and digital (used to produce this handbook). Pressbooks [http://pressbooks.com] - makes it easy to create files you need to publish your booksand ebooks.Calibre e-pub editor [http://calibre-ebook.com] -  free and open source e-book librarymanagement application developed by users of e-books for users of e-books.Xerte Online Toolkits [xerte.org.uk] - is a learning object editor. It is open source, integrates withmoodle, allows LOs to be shared between users and you can allow people to download the entireLO and import it into their own system. 
Case Studies
Siyavula have been working with Kathi Fletcher on the OERPUB editor, helping to test it and also at anactual workshop with educators. In 2013 they facilitated a workshop to remix one of their PhysicalSciences textbooks using the OERPUB editor. This was initiated and driven by a group of South Africanteachers. 
They intend to use an instance of the OERPUB editor once it is finished to enable educators to comeand create their own versions of our textbooks and export their own pdf/ePUB/etc. They have alreadyseen cases where teachers have created their own versions of our content by adding some of theirnotes, taking out images for tests, etc. But, they often just do this by taking screen shots. MeganBeckett at Siyavula believes that for OER to be remixed, we need to break it down into its parts again.She has had many requests for the images and concept maps in textbooks as teachers want to re-usethese to create their own summary notes for learners or tests. So, although they have created thewhole, nicely packaged, open textbook, when they actually want to reuse it, we need to break it downagain to make it accessible.
Raniere Silva and Rémi some time looking at these questions at the Mozilla Science Lab Sprint. Theirnotes are available at https://softwarecarpentrylessonmanager.github.io/lesson-manager/04-howto.html and https://etherpad.mozilla.org/sciencelab-2014summersprint-lessons-package-manager.
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Further Resources
Lengthy discussion about the use of tools such as Git on the oer-discuss Jiscmail list in 2012[https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?A1=ind1207&L=OER-DISCUSS#19]The git and the pendulum [http://fragmentsofamber.wordpress.com/2012/07/01/the-git-and-the-pendulum/]Dataportibility [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DataPortability]Open Web Floss manuals [http://en.flossmanuals.net/an-open-web/your-rights-and-freedoms/]WYSIWHAT Aloha Editor selected as OERPUB & Sourcefabric booktype editor [http://aloha-editor.org/blog/2012/08/wysiwhat-aloha-editor-selected-as-oerpub-sourcefabric-booktype-editor/]When does a book become a web platform? Cetis blog - by Wilbert Kraan[http://blogs.cetis.ac.uk/wilbert/2014/06/24/when-does-a-book-become-a-web-platform/]Software Carpentry import lessons [http://software-carpentry.org/blog/2014/04/import-lesson.html]Import Lesson - Is it Possible?[http://blog.rgaiacs.com/2014/07/02/import_lesson_is_possible.html]When MOOC Profs Move [http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2014/03/18/if-mooc-instructor-moves-who-keeps-intellectual-property-rights]Digital literacy in practice: Developing an interactive and accessible open educational resourcebased on the SCONUL Seven Pillars of Information Literacy by Nick Shephard and Erin Nephin -looks at reuse issues and Xerte [http://www.sconul.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/21_13.pdf]Mick's ePub series [http://discourse.webmakerprototypes.org/t/part-three-final-experiment-in-creating-remixable-oers/456]
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21. Impact Of OER
Studies have been carried out to gauge the effect of Open Educational Resources (OER) use onteaching and learning. The Jisc OER Impact Study was conducted between November 2010 and June2011 by a team from the University of Oxford. It concluded in July 2011, the researchreport concluding that OER's main impact factors are pedagogic, attitudinal, logistical and strategic.The OER Research Hub is also looking at the question 'What is the impact of OER on learning andteaching practices?' and will be releasing reports in forthcoming years. Some argue that OER have sofar failed to reach their potential. The paper, Ten Years Later: Why Open Educational Resources HaveNot Noticeably Affected Higher Education, and Why We Should Care notes that significant adoptionhurdles to OER exist including discoverability, quality control, failure to organise and acquisition.
A recent study by Pirkkalainen, Jokinen & Pawlowski lists the following barriers to OER adoption:
Lack of motivation to share resources or information around those resourcesLack of time for production and localization of OERNeed for Rewards and AcknowledgementLack of contextual information for the resources – how can be used or modifiedOpen content do not fit the scope of the course / curriculumLack of trust towards unknown authors or systems where resources retrieved from“Not invented here” notion; hesitation to receiving knowledge someone else has createdHard to assess the quality and relevance
The EU funded Open Educational Ideas project claims: "The main purpose of licensing educationalmaterial under open licences is to allow for anyone to use, re-use or re-purpose them. However,despite a strong movement in recent years to publish such material, OER reuse is still not a commonpractice in Higher Education, schools and enterprises."
OER are being used by K-12 teachers (who teach school education), but this is still an emerging area.
The teachers in some countries have embraced open materials more that those in others, this is oftendriven by cost and availability of traditional materials. For example in the United States College opentextbooks have become more common due to the high cost of textbooks that has to be borne byparents and students. One interesting project is the initiative by Leicester council in the UK to create guidance for secondaryschool staff. The OER projectis part of the Council’s DigiLit Leicester initiative, designed to supportschools in making the most of the city’s current investment in technology, as part of Leicester’s £340million pound Building Schools for the Future Programme. The project has identified a gap in supportand information for teachers relating to the use and creation of Open Educational Resources. Anunderstanding of OER and open licencing will support schools and staff in sharing and accessingresources, and in developing staff and learner digital literacy skills and knowledge.
The team working on the project have previously worked on several initiatives which support thecreation and use of use of Open Education Resources by schools across Europe and internationally,including the ORBIT project and the OER4Schools programme, at the Faculty of Education, Universityof Cambridge.
Further Resources
OER Impact Map from OER Research Hub [http://oermap.org]OER4Schools, Cambridge University [http://oer.educ.cam.ac.uk/wiki/OER4Schools]Open Educational Resources for Teacher Education (ORBIT)[http://oer.educ.cam.ac.uk/wiki/Home]Open Education Germany - by Zwetana Penova [http://education.okfn.org/open-education-germany/]OER Research Hub collaboration with K12 [http://oerresearchhub.org/about-2/collaborators/school-k12/]Understanding Open Educational Resources: Information forSchools [http://lccdigilit.our.dmu.ac.uk/2014/05/12/understanding-open-educational-resources-information-for-schools/]ORBIT [http://oer.educ.cam.ac.uk/wiki/ORBIT]OER4Schools [http://oer.educ.cam.ac.uk/wiki/OER4Schools]What's wrong with Open Educational Resources? Barriers and Solutions [http://www.idea-space.eu/whats-wrong-with-open-educational-resources-barriers-and-solutions/]
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22. OER & Accessibility
(Content taken from chapter of the Into the wild – Technology for open educational resources.)
Accessibility is about the provision of content and services in a manner most suitable to the user, no matter whatdisability they may have, in order for them to fully participate with it. By sensible design, based on awareness ofuser needs (and provider responsibilities) the delivery of materials should not present any significant barriers to theuser.
Why accessibility is important
Accessibility is absolutely vital for a project to produce truly "open" educational resources. The ethosof "open" is to be accessible – consider "open" in the widest social sense, not (as often illustrated)geographically. If the outputs are not meeting appropriate accessibility requirements then they havefailed to be 'open' before they have even left the building, and a sustainability decline has alreadycommenced.
A principal philosophy behind open educational resources is to maximise opportunity for others to beable to engage, not only as recipients but also as potential contributors. For a resource to be adopted(i.e. used "as is") or adapted (i.e. enhanced, disaggregated or integrated into other resources) inanother institution it must be attractive in terms of its content and the standards it follows. Butaccessibility does not have to be onerous or restrictive; a lowest common denominator. It merelyneeds to be carefully considered to avoid creating accidental barriers and provide alternative routesor enhancements. For a simple example, it may be just provision of an image - perhaps somethingdifficult for another individual to obtain themselves e.g. an electron micrograph captured during aresearch investigation which would have value for other communities, if it was made readily availableto them. Its potential issues have to be considered as soon as possible: its description needs to beconcise and accurate (not only to use it but also to discover it) with some authentic provenance; itslicence may need to be suitable not only for re-use, but also for editing or annotation for a wideraudience including those with disabilities, not as a possibility but as a certainty because it is, byphilosophy, open to all. Therefore, some thought needs to be given to its other potential uses before itis exposed to a wider audience: this is necessary for OER projects, it's not "showing off". The resourcedescription therefore can be made to a standard suitable for a radio listener or podcast therebyautomatically meeting the needs of visually impaired students. If a quality description is a coreelement of the resource's metadata then the resource is far more likely to be discovered and reach awider audience, perhaps drawing more to the project it is embedded within. Another simple exampleis the use of video transcripts; far easier to translate into other languages and search, and if pre-scripted (thereby providing the accessibility option by default) the narrative is often far more focussedon the topic, a higher quality of output is generated for all.
Programme approaches to accessibility
For a project to meet its accessibility requirements it needs to consider users with disabilities as equalstakeholders to the generic "students" that were probably quoted in the project specification: aproject may have assumed that identifying "students" alone was sufficient, using this broad descriptorin its inclusive sense. By recognising "students with disabilities" as separate stakeholders their needscan be addressed with some equivalence, i.e. not as a small fraction of the wider population andtherefore an equivalent small fraction of the effort available, a 'bolt-on' solution. The irony is that tosolve the requirements for this stakeholder group alone all other non-disabled students are cateredfor: two tasks collapse into one.
For many projects it has often been thought efficient to create the resources first, then tackle theadditional requirements for a series of appropriate "special needs", be it a visual or hearingimpairment, or a learning disability like dyslexia. Planning for this retro-fitting is easier, there is noplan! However, it is expensive in terms of time and effort; and difficult to complete in a compressedtime-scale towards the end of the project, when the funding is becoming exhausted, as well as thestaff. Accessibility is not a process of fine tuning, it's a design principle; there is no reason why thiscontent should not be understood for what it is by anyone who meets it. It is a far easier solution todirect a little effort during the design stage and realise that many other barriers and issues will beremoved in this way before they can grow to become difficult hurdles towards the end.
There are many sources of information for solving most digital delivery problems already available inthe JISC network, including those from JISC TechDis, where a pedagogical approach to the applicationof inclusive Accessibility technologies helps explain the issues they address. Note that experiences inone education sector can lend themselves to OER in others. If a resource is to have an impact then itmust not hold any unnecessary limitations. The structures and hierarchies of Higher Education willinevitably be challenged by a population circumventing the barriers of its "walled garden".
Reporting requirements for projects need to highlight the value of accessibility for the wider usabilityand sustainability of the project or initiative. An "Accessibility Challenges, Issues and Benefits" tactic is
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therefore recommended:
Challenges: What would challenge those with visual or hearing impairments, motor difficulties orprint impairment? How might alternatives be provided?Issues: How were disabled people included in user testing? What were the situations that arosethat required consideration and the decisions made to ensure the resources remainedaccessible? Did user-testing give valuable feedback?Benefits: How did accessibility improve during the project? What wider benefits might this bring(e.g. accessing on a mobile device, or benefits to ESOL (English for Speakers of OtherLanguages) students, or enhanced usability)?
The term "disabled student" can be misleading as it can subconsciously imply the disability affects the"studentness" of the individual, whereas thinking of a "student with disabilities" can isolate this issue.The facility to gather, evaluate and synthesise knowledge is rarely affected if suitable (ofteninexpensive and ubiquitous) technologies are utilised. With appropriate support, disabled students canexcel just like any other learner.
Many software solutions to accessibility are available as FOSS - Free and Open Source Software,freely available to download and use at no cost, often without needing a costly technical install if usedfrom a pen-drive or memory-stick. Without adequate environmental provision (including managedsoftware permissions) we are disabling students themselves. OER projects that link to recommendedsupport FOSS support tools would often assist both internal and external users. There are manyresources available through JISC TechDis resources to assist with improving accessibility; FOSSresources, techniques and technologies, to tools to help validate the outputs; Sim-dis2 enablesauthors to visualise how content may appear to users with disabilities, and the Accessibility Passport3helps producers check they have considered other needs.
Issues
During the preliminary Phase One of the UK OER Programme many projects sought to make theiroutputs accessible but it was often difficult to highlight the advantages of the approach as these wereoften "taken for granted" and not emphasised. This was highlighted by a survey by AnnaGruszczynska4 which sought to discover how embedded accessibility as a design process was withinUK OER. Gruszczynska notes that although accessibility was a consideration by most respondents, thiswas less apparent in the outputs, "rarely mentioned or incorporated in the project workflow". For theissue to be addressed it needs to be explicitly reported and disseminated for the benefit of thesestakeholders.
Future directions
In the future, the information about the accessibility of a resource may be an expected part of itsaccompanying metadata; perhaps as part of the Dublin-Core initiatives or community developmentsin other countries e.g. Merlot.org6, to raise the profile of this more professional approach. Publishersare also working with JISC TechDis to create a framework for accessibility as part of EDItEUR7. Ifbetter metadata becomes coupled with community generated paradata (usage data about learningresources including pedagogic context, inferred through the actions of educators and learners) thenmore novel uses of resources may be better realised, practice shared, and benefits maximised.Access for all is attainable and sustainable if we know what we want and we can agree how to get it.
Accessibility is a design component best tackled early. Explicit inclusion of accessibility in testing andreporting will considerably improve the usability of the output and links to appropriate FOSS supporttools may also help. Finally, consider accessibility as a component of resource metadata to explain topotential users how best to utilise the OER.
Further Resources
JISC TechDis is an advisory service for inclusion and accessibility [http://www.jisctechdis.ac.uk/]  JISC TechDis Accessibility passport [http://www.accessibilitypassport.org/]Gruszczynska, A. (2012). OER-related accessibility issues and their relevance to practicesof repurposing/reuse[http://www8.open.ac.uk/score/files/score/file/Anna%20Gruszczynska%20SCORE%20Fellowship%20Final%20Report%20-%20web%20version.pdf]Dublin Core Metadata Initiative AccessForAll Framework[http://dublincore.org/accessibilitywiki/AccessForAllFramework]Merlot OER and Accessibility [http://oeraccess.merlot.org/]
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23. MOOC (Massively Open Online Courses)
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) are a recent development in distance learning and openeducation. MOOC combine different OER, e-learning methods and social networks culminating in anonline learning experience.  MOOC have a relatively high media profile and are often the subject ofcontroversial claims.MOOC grew out of the OER movement in Canada, where Stephen Downes andGeorge Siemens developed the first MOOC ('Connectivism and Connective Knowledge') in 2008.  
MOOC can take place entirely within a virtual learning environment, entirely outside it, or in somehybrid form.  By definition MOOCs should be open in many respects, though this can mean differentthings in different contexts. They typically do not require entry requirements or tuition fees, and donot carry course credits that are valid towards a formal qualification. 
It is common to distinguish different types of MOOC. The distinction made most often is betweenxMOOC and cMOOC.
Broadly speaking, xMOOC tend to:
Strive for large scale education, transmitting information to a wide audienceMake use of short video lecturesFeature quizzes and automated assessment
While cMOOC tend to:
Emphasize learner interactionMake use of Connectivist and Constructivist pedagogiesPlace the accent on forming learning communities Use peer assessment 
Some have argued that cMOOC represent the original spirit of the MOOC experiment moreauthentically, while xMOOC focus on scalable business models and sustainability.   
MOOC Providers
There are an increasing number of ways to find MOOCs. Some of the search engines below are agood starting point.
MOOC listCourse talkMOOC Resource pageMOOC.org Open Culture MOOC listMOOC directoryCourseSites MOOCs Unimooc
The LinkedUp Project is encouraging the development of apps and prototypes that ease access torecommendations and guidance when choosing appropriate curriculum of courses and relatedresources. The Pathfinder track includes MOOC recommendations.
CourseraUdemyUdacityEdX EduKart in IndiaALISON in IrelandAprentica in Latin AmericaKhan Academy10gen EducationLoreFutureLearnNovoEdOpenUpEdiversityCanvasOpenLearning 
Institutions that offer MOOCs include:
Europe
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University of SouthamptonUniversity of EdinburghUniversity of ReadingUniveristy of SheffieldGerman Hasso Plattner Institute, Potsdamen OpenHPI
Worldwide
MIT and MIT’s Open CoursewareUdemyHarvardITunesUStanford UC BerkeleyDukeUCLAYaleCarnegiePeking UniversityUniversity of AmsterdamMRUniversity
Further Resources 
A Comprehensive List of MOOC (Massive Open Online Courses) ProvidersEdupunk: Open ContentWikipedia: MOOCs - includes historyMOOCs and anti-MOOCs - a blog post on the recent ups and downs of MOOCs by Audrey WattersxMOOC vs cMOOCProposed Taxonomy of 8 types of MOOCMaking Sense of MOOCs: Musings in a Maze of Myth, Paradox and PossibilityMooc creators criticise courses’ lack of creativity MOOC Research Hub
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24. OER For The Developing World 
The current publication system creates a developed world bias, leaving researchers in the developingworld without a voice and without access to publication spaces. The developing world is an areawhere OERs can have real impact. Initiatives include
Commonwealth of LearningNational DevelopmentsSakshat: One Stop Education PortalOSCAR: Open Source Courseware Animations RepositoryFree or open textbook programmes, such as Siyavula in South Africa
Previous programmes focused on the developing world have suffered from a lack of commitmentlocally and no clear strategy for implementation. There has also been a ‘not-made-here’  mentalityand materials were considered too generic. On reflection the Commonwealth of Learningrecommends that projects not only to develop capacity and content but to ensure a buy-in from localpartners and to have a clear implementation strategy
Just as most other projects and activities of the "open movement", Open Educational Resources canhave real impact on local development in developing countries. Direct benefits of developing, using,sharing and distributing OER in local contexts include:
Increase access to educational resourcesUnlock knowledge for the local needsReduce authoring and distribution costs of educational resourcesIncrease efficiency and optimize resources by reusing OERsCapacity building at teachers and authors levelsIncrease awareness at students and institutional levelsFacilitate collaboration in the local educational communitiesCost/Effort effective modernization of the local educational resources Potential of OER in developing countries
The potential of OER in developing countries
The lack of intellectual property protection laws or their enforcement by authorities resulted in a wideuse of "illegally" copied or "pirated" software and content in many of developing countries. While notconsidering copyright and license agreements in data and information sharing activities includingeducation, developing countries can still have limited access to very useful educational resources inother parts of the world. Educators in developing countries, like their peers all over the world, may notbe aware of the license restrictions on the materials they use in their classes. Authors and producersof educational resources may also want know more about using, reusing and sharing availableresources and offering their resources under an appropriate licanse to increase their outreach andbenefit.
The potential of OERs in developing countries arise in multiple areas including:
Spreading locally developed educational resources that meet local needsBuilding local contribution communities and increase resources' qualityEstablishing the culture of sharing in the educational context 
Further Resources
OER Africa [http://www.oerafrica.org/]Open Learning Exchange [http://www.ole.org/content/about-us]Making it Matter: Supporting education in the developing world through open and linked data[http://linkedup-project.eu/2014/05/21/what-we-learnt-at-making-it-matter/]TESS-India [http://www.tess-india.edu.in/]Commonwealth of Learning [http://www.col.org/Pages/default.aspx]
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25. OER Communities And Interest Groups
Europe
Open Education Europa http://www.openeducationeuropa.euThe University of Southampton - has a large OER repository http://edshare.soton.ac.ukThe University of Nottingham - has a large OER repository http://unow.nottingham.ac.ukThe University of Oxford - has several OER sites, including http://podcasts.ox.ac.ukThe Open University has http://openlearn.open.ac.ukThe textbook project "L3T" (textbook for learning and teaching with technologies") is aprizewinning CC-BY-SA project in German language, its second version was collaborativelydeveloped within 7 days and more than 250 people (http://l3t.eu)
US And Australia
"Copyright for Educators" courses aimed at primary school teachers and librarinas in the US andAustralia. While there is a jurisdiction-specific focus, they provide a great grounding for anyone inthe teaching space (https://p2pu.org/en/groups/schools/school-of-open/) 
Global South
The African Virtual University (http://www.avu.org/)OERu (http://wikieducator.org/OER_university/Home)MIT OpenCourseWare (http://ocw.mit.edu)Various initiatives in Utah (http://opencontent.org/blog/)Temoa in Latin America (http://www.temoa.info/)CORE (http://www.core.org.cn/)Siyavula Education in South Africa (www.siyavula.com)National Repository of Open Educational Resources in India (http://nroer.in/home/)OER Africa (http://www.oerafrica.org)
Groups Of People Or Individuals Interested In OER
OER-Discuss mailing list
Open Knowledge Foundation Open Education Working Group
OER research hub
SCORE fellows
OER Asia
OER Advocacy mailing list
OER University
School of Open Google Group
UNESCO OER community
Educause Openness Constituent Group 
Open Courseware Consortium
OER Community at Athabasca University
OER Forum
WikiEducator
P2PU Community
Peer 2 Peer University (P2PU) (https://p2pu.org/en/)
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26. Open Textbooks
An open textbook is an open educational resource or set of open educational resources that either isa textbook or can be used in place of a textbook at a higher education institution. The rising cost oftext books has led to alternative solutions being considered and in the United States in particularthere is a growing open textbook movement.
Some have argued that open textbooks could be the most significant step in the OER movement.  Asummary of the arguments in favour of open textbooks can be found on US senator Dick Durbin'swebsite.
Gerd Kortemeyer writes in his article Ten Years Later: Why Open Educational Resources Have NotNoticeably Affected Higher Education, and Why We Should Care: "The flaws in the textbook marketare clear, as is the solution: An outside player needs to provide a platform for content from varioussources (faculty, grant projects, publishers, etc.) to be shared under common licensing schemes,including the means to sell content on a fine granularity level. In this model, faculty put togetheronline course packs. They could choose and sequence content at granularity levels anywhere fromindividual pages or problems to whole chapters or modules, or even to complete prefabricated coursepacks, depending on how much work they want to invest in individualizing their materials. Studentswould buy access to these course packs at a price that depended on the contents, and the "player-device" (an iPod in the music-world example) would be the integrated CMS. The service provider forthis system would collect the fees from students and distribute them to the content providers. If aparticular course pack only contained OER content, it would be free."
Providers of open textbooks include:
California Open Source Textbook ProjectGlobal Text ProjectCK12Siyavula Free text booksWikiFMCollege Open textbooksOpenStax College
Another tool worth mentioning here is the Open Content Toolkit. Specifically aimed at the schoolssector the toolkit is a gateway to both contemporary and historical open digital media content frommedia archives and collections around the world. It includes links to resources, exemplars of howopen digital content might be used in schools and links to resources for in depth study. It has been setup as a collaborative space to explore, discuss and share examples of the use of open media at allschool stages and at all levels of education. It is intended to be a truly cross curricular resource.
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27. OER Resources And Handbooks
A vast amount of introductory material has already been created relating to OERs. These provideboth introduction and practical examples of OER programmes and of OER creation and use.
OER handbook for educators Great handbook created in 2010, so a little out of date. Created bythe Center for Open and Sustainable Learning (COSL) and hosted on WikiEducator (cc-by) Introduction to OERs on Wikibooks. Wikimedia project (cc-sa) CETIS publication Into The Wild by By Amber Thomas, Lorna M. Campbell, Phil Barker and MartinHawksey (Eds). December 2012. This book is not intended as a beginners guide or a technicalmanual, instead it is an expert synthesis of the key technical issues arising from a nationalpublicly-funded programme. It is intended for people working with technology to support thecreation, management, dissemination and tracking of open educational resources, andparticularly those who design digital infrastructure and services at institutional and nationallevel.(cc-by) InfoKit on OER. This infokit includes information about the three year UK Open EducationalResources Programme (UKOER) (2009 - 2012) and offers links to a wide range of resourceswhich describe the outcomes (lessons learned) and outputs (reports, guidance materials andtoolkits) that emerged.(cc-by-sa) OER IPR Support/Web2Rights. This website was set up to provide IPR and licensing support forJISC/HEA funded OER Phase 1, 2 and 3 projects in order to help them identify and manage IPRissues with particular emphasis on the use of Creative Commons Licences. It includes a starterpack, diagnostic tools and a range of videos.UKOER synthesis and evaluation report.. This site is the JISC/HE Academy OER Programmesynthesis wiki. Lots of useful resources. (cc-by-nc) Creating OER and Combining Licenses. Video intended to help you choose compatible resourcesand choose a valid license for your work. (video, cc-by) Free to Learn Guide. An overview of OER for higher education and how governance officials caninitiate OER at the policy level. OER White Paper (pdf) by the Hewlett Foundation. The foundation's exploration to betterunderstand how its philanthropic can help integrate OER into mainstream education.
The Commonwealth of Learning have published several books about OER on a CC BY SA licence.
A Basic Guide to Open Educational Resources (OER) by Asha Kanwar (COL) (Editor), StamenkaUvalić-Trumbić (UNESCO) (Editor), Neil Butcher (Author) Guidelines for Open Educational Resources (OER) in Higher Education, COL, UNESCO (November2011) A report on the Re-use and Adaptation of Open Educational Resources (OER): An Exploration ofTechnologies Available by Ishan Sudeera Abeywardena, COL (May 2012) Perspectives on Open and Distance Learning: Open Educational Resources and Change in HigherEducation: Reflections from Practice by Jenny Glennie (Editor), Ken Harley (Editor), Neil Butcher(Editor), Trudi van Wyk (Editor) COL, UNESCO (June 2012) Report on the Assessment and Accreditation of Learners using OER by Dianne Conrad (Author),Wayne Mackintosh (Author), Rory McGreal (Author), Angela Murphy (Author), Gabi Witthaus(Author), COL (July 2013) Copyright and Open Educational Resources by Achal Prabhala, COL (2010) Perspectives on Open and Distance Learning: Open Educational Resources: An AsianPerspective by Gajaraj Dhanarajan (Editor), David Porter (Editor), COL (2010) Survey on Governments’ Open Educational Resources (OER) Policies by Sarah Hoosen (NeilButcher & Associates) (Editor), COL, UNESCO (June 2012) Fostering Governmental Support for OER Internationally, COL (March 2012) 
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Exploring the Business Case for Open Educational Resources by Neil Butcher (Author), SarahHoosen (Author), COL (September 2012) Open Educational Resources in Poland: Challenges and Opportunities by Kamil Śliwowski,Karolina Grodecka, UNESCO Institute for Information Technologies in Education (October 2013) Open Educational Resources in Brazil: State-of-the-Art, Challenges and Prospects forDevelopment and Innovation, Andreia Inamorato dos Santos, UNESCO Institute for InformationTechnologies in Education (2012)
Further Resources
Additional guides may be listed at the OER Policy Registry's supportingresources: http://wiki.creativecommons.org/OER_Policy_Registry/Supporting_Documents#Guides.
Bibliography of OER, ROER andrelated subjects http://oerqualityproject.wordpress.com/2014/09/17/bibliography-of-oer-roer-rlo-related-themes/
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28. Intellectual Property, Rights & Licensing
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) are the legal rights given to persons over creations. Underintellectual property law, owners are granted certain exclusive rights to creations including musical,literary, and artistic works. Copyright is the right to control the copying and dissemination of anoriginal work. Clarification of copyright is essential for release, use and remixing of open educationalresources and for open educational practices.
IPR and copyright are important in the open education field because for others to make full use of aresource it needs to have been released under an open licence. This means that the owner/creatorhas agreed to allow others to use it, and indicated this through open licensing. 
The verb 'to licence' means to give permission while the noun 'licence' refers to that permission aswell as to the document recording and representing it. Licences can be thought of as legal tools thatallow certain actions. They make the materials they apply to more useable.
In some legal traditions licences are unilateral acts of permission, in others they are simply bilateralcontracts dealing with rights. Usually licences state very precisely which rights are granted by whom(licensor) to whom (licensee) for how long. They often also include details on whether these rights aregranted exclusively to the licensee or not and describe the territory they are to cover, which can be aspecific country or worldwide.
Furthermore, licences can be based on conditions, meaning that the grant of rights they represent isonly valid as long as certain conditions are met. Once these conditions are not met anymore, thelicence automatically also ends.
Further Resources
Jisc Infokit: Legal aspects of OER[https://openeducationalresources.pbworks.com/w/page/25308415/Legal%20Aspects%20of%20OER]Web2Rights OER IPR support [http://www.web2rights.com/OERIPRSupport/starter.html]Jorum: Copyright and licensing for OER [http://find.jorum.ac.uk/resources/16107]UNESCO: Open educational resources and intellectual property rights[http://iite.unesco.org/publications/3214680/]
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29. Open Licences
The definition used in the Open Definition effectively limits open content to libre content; any freecontent license would qualify as an open content license. According to this narrower criteria, thefollowing still-maintained licenses qualify:
Creative Commons Licenses: only Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY), Attribution-Share Alike(BY SA) 
Creative Commons Public Domain Tools: CC Zero (not a license but a tool that allows creators todedicate their works to the public domain)
Open Publication License (the original license of the Open Content Project, the Open ContentLicense, did not permit for-profit copying of the licensed work and therefore does not qualify)
Against DRM license
GNU Free Documentation License
Open Game License (a license designed for role-playing games by Wizards of the Coast)
Free Art License
In addition to Open Definition aligned licenses, more copyright licenses exist. For example, the fullsuite of Creative Commons licenses are outlined at http://creativecommons.org/licenses. Below arethe CC licenses as aligned to a spectrum of Most Open to Least Open. Examples of use for eachlicense are provided at http://creativecommons.org/examples.
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Further Resources
Open content licensing for educators[http://wikieducator.org/Open_content_licensing_for_educators/Home]Software Licenses in Plain English [http://www.tldrlegal.com/] Creative Commons FAQ [http://wiki.creativecommons.org/Frequently_Asked_Questions]Creative Commons Toolkit [http://cctoolkits.wordpress.com]Open.Michigan guide to releasing content [http://open.umich.edu/share]P2PU course - Get CC Savvy [https://p2pu.org/en/groups/get-cc-savvy/]
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30. Misperceptions About OER & Copyright
When you openly license an educational resource, you keep your copyright while allowing certain usesof your work through the open license, giving the world the legal rights and permissions to reuse,revise, remix and redistribute your work. Most OER creators use Creative Commons licenses to openlylicense their OER, which are considered the global standard for openly licensing content likeeducational resources.
There are several common misperceptions of copyright among educational practitioners. Copyright isonly one of several intellectual property rights (IPR). You do not need to study the legal intricacies butyou should be aware of the basic outlines of IPR in education. Being ignorant or taking a gentlemanlyapproach to intellectual property rights can backfire, certainly when protected material is re-releasedinto the commons as OER.
“Certainly I can use copyrighted material because it is for educational purposes”There is no blanket license for educational purposes. This is a misconception that conflates US withBritish law (fair use / fair dealing). Normally your institution will have a license with the copyrightagency setting out what you are allowed to do (in the UK: typically making as many photocopies of 5%or one chapter (whichever is greater) of any book your institution holds. This does not automaticallyinclude scans / digitisations for your VLE.
“Certainly I can use copyrighted material because it is behind closed doors (our VLE isonly accessible to staff or students of my institution with a password)You may be less likely to be caught but you are still violating IPR. Many institutions archive VLEcontents and things may come back to haunt you later. There are even reports of cases wherestudents have tried to blackmail teachers about their copyright violations. Do you really want toexpose yourself? 
“It was not copyrighted because it had no © sign on it”The © sign is just a symbol that a creator may choose to use to indicate copyright protection. Justbecause there is no © sign does not mean that the work is not protected. For example, in the US, thecreator is granted exclusive copyright to her work at the moment of creation; she does not have toregister or it or attach a © to it to gain this protection. Any artefact whether or not marked with a ©is protected in the UK, and elsewhere, by intellectual property rights.
“It was available freely on the web, so I can use it.”Nope. Local and international copyright laws apply to the Internet as well.
“My institution has a licence with the copyright agency, so we can use everything”There are differences between photocopy licenses and online / digitisation licenses. Best to check withyour institution. A typical license would be: staff are allowed to make as many photocopies asnecessary for teaching, of up to a chapter or 5% (whichever is greater) from any book held by theinstitution. This does not automatically mean that these photocopies can be scanned in and madeavailable on the institutional VLE. Your institution will have (or not) have a separate license fordigitised content, e.g. restricting digitisation to books published in a certain jurisdiction (e.g. the UKand/or US only). Annoying as this is, this means you can only legally use some teaching materialoffline not online.
Last but not least this is also an issue of academic credibility, with reputations of individuals andinstitutions at risk. Avoidance of plagiarism is a fundamental academic value that should be respectedat all times. 
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31. Practising Open Learning
The Cape Town Open Education Declaration (with over 2,500 signatories) reads: "open education isnot limited to just open educational resources. It also draws upon open technologies that facilitatecollaborative, flexible learning and the open sharing of teaching practices that empower educators tobenefit from the best ideas of their colleagues. It may also grow to include new approaches toassessment, accreditation and collaborative learning".
Open learning is a term used to describe activities that either enhance learning opportunities withinformal education systems or broaden learning opportunities beyond formal education systems. Itoften uses open education elements - such as open educational resources - but because it often takesplace in a formal education infrastructure it is not always open in the way open education is.
Traditional pedagogy is based on the idea that a teacher transfers their knowledge to their students.The traditional form of teaching at a school also derives from the traditional way of knowledge storingin books and book storing in libraries. Schools and libraries have for the longest time been essentialfor teaching, and the easiest way was to get everyone together physically to be close to thatknowledge. Teachers had to mediate between the books and the learners, i.e. they had to transferthe knowledge from the books to the learners. The situation has changed with the introduction of theInternet and the wider distribution of knowledge. Access to knowledge is (theoretically) giveneverywhere in the world with Internet access. At the same time, the amount of accessible knowledgehas increased significantly. The challenge now is not to appropriately transfer the knowledge, but toteach learners how to appropriately extract the knowledge that they need independently. Teachingand learning is evolving from fact learning to competence development, where competence is thecombination of knowledge and motivation for application.  
Since the late 1970s the idea of open learning has developed. Open learning and practice (so calledopen pedagogy), see the blurring or removal of traditional roles such as teacher, student andeducator and moves towards mentor and learner. These new approaches to learning where peoplecreate and shape knowledge openly together promotes practices and policies that advance the visionof removing barriers to learning.
Reconceived in this way, the boundary between learner and teacher can become blurred.  Often ininformal learning the result is individuals and groups who share personal and professional practiceonline through participatory blogs and online community networks. 
Open learning and practice is still being shaped but there are a variety of approaches that provideinteresting opportunities for more open processes. 
Traditional classroom style
Teacher in front of class, ex-cathedra.Uni-directional knowledge transfer.Single holder of knowledge (person), students are mere recipients.Examples: State schools, state universities.
Autonomous learning
DIY-style.Self-driven appropriation of knowledge from a medium instead of a person.Examples: Books. 
Feedback system
Feedback in exercises.Examples: MOOCs.
Collaborative learning
Knowledge is exchanged between equals.  Teamwork.Self-reinforcing system which facilitates creativity and sharing.Examples: Forums (eg. MOOC discussion boards)
Workshops
Less strict hierarchy;  mentors/coaches/moderators.  Learners are encouraged to share acquiredknowledge.Talk about sharing of results, eg. showing works of arts or sharing results.  Examples: OpenTechSchool.
Expert groups 51
Expert groups
Individuals are assigned niche areas where they have to become an expert, only to share (teach)their acquired knowledge with others.
Peer-to-peer
Bi-directional.Examples: P2PU.
 
Variations in these elements of educational systems have given rise to new forms of pedagogy. The Open University Innovating Pedagogy 2013 report suggests a number of different new and openways of learning, including:
Learning analyticsSeamless learningCrowd learningDigital scholarshipgeolearningLearning from gamingMaker CultureCitizen inquiry
The biggest challenges associated with open learning are:
Culture change Social changeInstitutional ambition and evolutionFostering mutual understanding between stakeholdersOpen accreditation Relevance
Further Resources
Open University course on openness and innovation in elearning:[http://www3.open.ac.uk/study/postgraduate/course/h817.htm]Dial blog: what does open practice mean to you? [http://dial.myblog.arts.ac.uk/2012/04/28/what-does-open-educational-practice-mean-to-you/] 
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32. Open Educational Practices (OEP)
Open Educational Practices are teaching techniques that draw upon open technologies and openeducational resources in order to facilitate collaborative and flexible learning. There are many ideasin this space including thoughts around collaborative working, fusing post-web pedagody, andragogy(adult learning) and heutagogy (self-determined learning).Open licensing, open research,collaboration, and new approaches to assessment 
 
OEP have begun to be included in policy descriptions of open education.  Existing definitions include:
Center for Open Learning and Teaching (COLT), University of Mississippi: Open EducationalPractices (OEP) offer contact with learners around the world, supporting self-directed learningand personal networking that can greatly enhance more traditional learningenvironments. Teachers and learners alike have much to gain from engaging openly with expertand diverse partners around the world.
Cape Town Open Education Declaration: Open education is not limited to just open educational resources. It also draws upon open technologies that facilitate collaborative, flexible learning andthe open sharing of teaching practices that empower educators to benefit from the best ideas oftheir colleagues. It may also grow to include new approaches to assessment, accreditation andcollaborative learning. Understanding and embracing innovations like these is critical to the longterm vision of this movement.
Graphic:  Conole, G. (2011) Defining Open Educational Practices. Availablefrom http://e4innovation.com/?p=373.
Food for thought... learning is changing (with Fred Garnet) [http://e4innovation.com/?p=373]
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33. Open Assessment
Open assessment is the process of making assessment of students work open and driven bycommunity rather than closed and proprietary. It is also used as an umbrella term for describingmodels used to recognise informal learning.
In Open Learning – Open Assessment?!  the ideas of formal assessment and open assessment arecontrasted. Open assessment takes the form of:
Formative AssessmentsAssessment for learningAssessment as learningAssessment for growth and development (transforming learning)Assessment of competencesPerformance, portfolios E-Assessment 
It can also consider prior learning (RPL), prior learning assessment (PLA), or prior learning assessmentand recognition (PLAR).
Open badges can be seen as accreditation related to open assessment.
Further Resources
OPASnet workspace for informed decision making [http://en.opasnet.org/w/Main_Page] Stephen Downes on open source assessment [http://halfanhour.blogspot.co.uk/2007/06/open-source-assessment.html]Introduction to Open Assessment (Canvas) [https://learn.canvas.net/courses/4/wiki/intro-to-open-assessment]
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34. Open Badges
A digital badge is an online validated indicator of accomplishment, skill, or achievement. Digitalbadges are now awarded in a variety of online learning environments. Digital badges take their formfrom physical badges (such as those awarded by scouting movement).  Badges can be issued byanyone (educational institution, work place, online learning organisations) to anyone. These badgescan then be displayed publicly on a digital (or non-digital) space (blog, Web site, Facebook, emailsignature, CV etc). Digital badges are seen as having several significant motivation factors: theyencourage users to participate and collaborate, they offer recognition for carrying out tasks and theyoffer an alternate assessment and accreditation approach. 
“Digital badges will make the accomplishments and experiences of individuals, in online and offlinespaces, visible to anyone and everyone, including potential employers, educators and communities.”from The Badges for Lifelong Learning: An Open Conversation YouTube video.
Many digital badges are open. Open Badges  started as a collaborative project between MacArthurFoundation, HASTAC and Mozilla and has continued to grow through an open, collaborative approach.
Mozilla have built a digital badge infrastructure system called Mozilla Open Badges(http://openbadges.org/).  Mozilla Open Badges are not proprietary — they use free software and anopen technical standard. That means that any organization can create, issue and verify digitalbadges, and any user can earn, manage and display these badges all across the web.
Open Badges help knit your skills together. Badges can build upon each other, joining together to tellthe full story of your skills and achievement. With Open Badges, every badge is full of information.Each one has important data built in that links back to the issuer, the criteria it was issued under andevidence verifying the credential — features unique to Open Badges. Open Badges let you take yourbadges everywhere. Users now have an easy and comprehensive way to collect their badges in asingle backpack, and display their skills and achievements on social networking profiles, job sites, theirwebsites and more.   Open Badges are designed, built and backed by a broad community ofcontributors, such as NASA, the Smithsonian, Intel, the Girl Scouts, and more. The open source modelmeans that improvements made by one partner can benefit everyone, from bug fixes to newfeatures.
Individuals can earn badges from multiple sources, both online and offline. Then manage and sharethem using the Open Badges backpack (Mozilla Backpack), other organizations can use Open Badgesto make their own backpacks too.
The paper Six Ways to Look at Badging Systems Designed for Learning gives an overview of how thebadging system works and why people would chose to use open badges:
1. Badges as an alternative assessment – This is the idea that assessment can take the form of‘validated accomplishments’ instead of tests2. Gamifying education with badges – The games based achievement system has it’s origins in theXbox 360 game score system – qualifications filtered through achievements.3. Badges as Learning Scaffolding – Badges, as a form of scaffolded learning, reveal multiplepathways that youth may follow and make visible the paths youth eventually take.4. Badges to Develop Lifelong Learning Skills – By offering names for their new competencies andsupporting communities.5. Badges as driver of digital media learning  – Badges support digital, media and learningpractices.6. Badges to Democratize Learning – Some badges change who does the assessment and allowlearners to shape the content of their badging system and perhaps even the structure itself.
Mozilla explain this in more simplistic terms. They see badges as a way to:
Get recognition for the things you learn. Open Badges include a shared standard forrecognizing your skills and achievements and helps make them count towards job opportunitiesand lifelong learning.Give recognition for the things you teach. Anyone who meets the standard can awardbadges for skills or learning.
To achieve recognition Mozilla emphasise the importance of displaying your verified badges acrossthe web. They suggest you earn badges from anywhere, then share them wherever you want—onsocial networking profiles, job sites and on your website. Badges also verify skills. Employers,organizations and schools can explore the data behind every badge issued using Mozilla Open Badgesto verify individuals’ skills and competencies.
The main challenges posed by open badges include:
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Standardisation - How do you benchmark level or attainment for a certain skill or quality fromone issuer of a badge to another. How do employers make sense of badge collections? Proliferation - Badges can be created easily, but might this lower their value?Motivation - Do badges actually motivate people?Accreditation - Should we be awarding/accrediting informal learning at all?
Some examples of use of open badging include:
User stories - Everyday examples of badges in the real world.
The 2 Million Better Futures project from CGI America aims to help 1 million workers and 1million students succeed using Open Badges.
This Chicago Summer of Learning was the first citywide badging initiative developed, and it wasso successful that Mayor Emmanuel committed to continuing the program next year.
Participating Issuers on the Open Badges site for an updated list of badge issuers and designers.
Badges in the real world http://openmatt.org/2011/03/17/badges-in-the-real-world/
Badges on P2PU - create a badge and get feedback on something you want to learn. Or givefeedback to other people’s projects. 
P2PU - course - Open badges
Wikipedia: Digital badges
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35. Open Policy
Open policies require access to, and open licensing of, resources financed through public funding. Forthe purposes of open policies that contribute to the public good, we define policy broadly aslegislation, institutional policies, and/or funder mandates.
A government open policy requires publicly funded educational resources be either openly licensed(CC BY preferred) or put directly into the public domain. Goverments may also require governmentcreated and/or grant funded data be put directly into the public domain (e.g, using CC0) and publiclyfunded software to be openly licensed with an OSI certified open source software license.
Foundations are also adopting open policies on some of their grants. For example, the HewlettFoundation's Education division requires (with some exceptions) its grantees to CC BY licenseresources produced with Hewlett funds.
Education systems are also adopting open policies. The Chancellor's Office of the US CaliforniaCommunity Colleges recently adopted a CC BY requirement on all resources produced with its publicfunded grants and contracts.
It is relatively rare for K-12 educational institutions to adopt open institutional policies. Such policiesare more common among academic institutions - although these often limit their open mandates toacademic publications and research articles, and not educational resources.
There are several types of policies that concern open education. 
International policies: These are adopted by intergovernmental organizations and are usuallynot binding for its members. The most important such policy now in force is the UNESCO OERDeclaration, formally adopted at the 2012 World Open Educational Resources (OER) Congressheld at the UNESCO Headquarters in Paris from 20 – 22 June 2012.
National policies: Many governments have required open licensing for the educational outputsof certain programs, eg. the U.S. Department of Labor's $2 billion TAACCCT program requires CCBY on all educational outputs (more information: http://www.doleta.gov/taaccct/). Some countrieshave had national declarations in this space e.g. Scottish Open Education declaration, WelshOpen Education declaration of Intent.
Regional policies (for example, state-level policies): In several countries, policies have beenintroduced by state governments. Examples of such policies is the Bill  HB 2337 “Regarding openeducational resources in K-12 education”, passed by the Senate of the State of Washington(more information: https://creativecommons.org/weblog/entry/31756). Institutional policies set out a committment to supporting open education through, forexample, mandating or authorising OER production as a valid activity for staff; aligningcurriculum with materials or textbooks that are openly available; or encouraging use of openresources in teaching and learning. 
Funders mandates can be seen as specific types of policies that apply to funding programs ofcharitable organizations. They are important in themselves, but also set standards for other, publicpolicies.
See the OER Policy Registry or OER Policy Map for examples of OER policies. The POERUP project hasalso collected a lot of data on OER policy.
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36. Open Advocacy
Convincing policy makers requires making both a business and a social case for open education.Advocates need to help policy makers to see that open education matters and that open policyeffectively supports open education.
Open policy advocates need to present a coordinated case to policymakers that 21st century legaland technical tools can be used to significantly improve the effectiveness of investments in publiclyfunded resources. For instance:
The global reach and increasing speed and bandwidth of the InternetThe decreasing cost of hardware and marginal costs of digital storage, copying and distributionOpen licensing and the popularity of mobile devices are making content more easily accessed
 
When policy makers understand the power of open policies, they can avoid the lock-in of staleframeworks and existing financial models, so they can maximize the positive societal impact ofpublicly funded resources.
Many open advocates use the OER Advoccy Coalition email group (https://groups.google.com/forum/?hl#!aboutgroup/oer-advocacy-coalition) to share their experiences and form strategies for change.
There are some good arguments for open education in the videos from the Why Open EducationMatters video competition.
Further Resources
EC Opening Up Education [http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-13-859_en.htm]OER Africa Policy[http://www.oerafrica.org/policy/PolicyReviewandDevelopmentHome/tabid/914/Default.aspx]POERUP Research Project into OER policy in the EU [http://www.poerup.info]
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37. Open Education Data
The phrase 'Open Education Data)' is loosely defined, but might be used to refer to:
all openly available data that cou be used for educational purposes 
open data that is released by education institutions
Understood in the former sense, open education data can be considered a subset of OER where datasets are made available for use in teaching and learning.  These data sets might not be designed foruse in education, but can be repurposed and used freely. In the latter sense, the interest is primarily in the release of data from academic institutions abouttheir performance and that of their students.  This could include:
Reference data such as the location of academic institutions
Internal data such as staff names, resources available, personnel data, identity data, budgets
Course data, curriculum data, learning objectives,
User-generated data such as learning analytics, assessments, performance data, job placements
Benchmarked open data in education that is released across institutions and can lead to changein public policy through transparency and raising awareness. 
The World Economic Forum report Education and Skills 2.0: New Targets and Innovative Approachessees there as being two types of education data: traditional and new. Traditional data sets includeidentity data and system-wide data, such as attendance information; new data sets are those createdas a result of user interaction, which may include web site statistics, and inferred content created bymining data sets using questions.
Whatever their classification it is clear that open education data sets are of interest to a wide varietyof people including educators, learners, institutions, government, parents and the wider public.
Finding Open Data
One good source of open data is governments, who increasingly make data about their citizensavailable online.  Examples from the UK include as school performance data 59
(http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/performance/download_data.html), data on the location ofeducational establishments (http://data.gov.uk/dataset/location_of_educational_establishments) andpupil absenteeism (http://data.gov.uk/dataset/pupil_absence_in_schools_in_england). There is alsodata from individual institutions such as that collated on linked universities(http://linkeduniversities.org/lu/index.php/datasets-and-endpoints/) and on data.ac.uk(http://www.data.ac.uk/data ) and from research into education, such as the Open Public ServicesNetwork report into Empowering Parents, Improving Accountability (http://www.thersa.org/action-research-centre/community-and-public-services/2020-public-services/open-public-services-network/empowering-parents,-improving-accountability).
Previously much of the release and use of open educational data sets has been driven by the need foraccountability and transparency. A well-cited global example has been the situation in Uganda wherethe Ugandan government allocated funding for schools, but corruption at various levels meant muchof the money never reached its intended destination. Between 1995 and 2001, the proportion offunding allocated which actually reached the schools rose from 24% to 82%. In the interim, theyinitiated a programme of publishing data on how much was allocated to each school. There wereother factors but Reinikke and Svensson’s analysis(http://qje.oxfordjournals.org/content/119/2/679.short) showed that data publication played asignificant part in the funding increase.
However recent developments, such as the current upsurge of open data challenges (see the ODIEducation: Open Data Challengehttp://theodi.org/education-open-data-challenge-series and the LAKdata challenge http://www.solaresearch.org/events/lak/lak-data-challenge/), have meant that there isan increasing innovation in data use, and opportunities for efficiency and improvements to educationmore generally.  Their potential us is broad. Data sets can support students through creation of toolsthat enable new ways to analyse and access data e.g. maps of disabled access and by enrichingresources, making it easier to share and find them, and personalize the way they are presented.Open data can also support those who need to make informed choices on education e.g. bycomparing scores, and support schools and institutions by enabling efficiencies in practice e.g. librarydata can help support book purchasing.
Education technology providers are also starting to see the potential of data-mining and appdevelopment. So for example open education data is a high priority area for Pearson Think tank(http://thepearsonthinktank.com/research/education-data/), back in 2011 they published their blueskies paperHow Open Data, data literacy and Linked Data will revolutionise highereducationhttp://pearsonblueskies.com/2011/how-open-data-data-literacy-and-linked-data-will-revolutionise-higher-education/. Ideas around how money, or savings, can be made from these datasets are slowly starting to surface.
Using Open Data
Some of the interesting UK applications of these data sets can be see through services like Which?University (http://university.which.co.uk ) which builds on the NSS annual survey held in Unistats, theKey information sets and other related data sets to allow aid students to select a university; Locrating (http://www.locrating.com/), defined as ‘To locate by rating: they locrated the school usinglocrating.com’  which combines data on schools, area and commuting times; Schools Atlas(http://www.london.gov.uk/priorities/young-people/education-and-training/london-schools-atlas), aninteractive online map providing a comprehensive picture of London schools; equipment data.ac.uk(http://equipment.data.ac.uk) - which allow searching across all published UK research equipmentdatabases through one aggregation “portal.
The UK is not alone in seeing the benefit of open education data, in Holland, for example, theeducation department of the city of Amsterdam commissioned an app challenge similar to thecurrent ODI one mentioned earlier. The goal of the challenge was to provide parents with tools thathelp them to make well-informed choices about their children. A variety of tools were built, such asschooltip.net, 10000scholen.nl, scholenvinden.nl, and scholenkeuze.nl. The various apps have nowbeen displayed on an education portal focused on finding the ‘right school’.
Further afield in Tanzania Shule.info allows comparison of exam results across different regions ofTanzania and for users to follow trends over time, or to see the effect of the adjustments made toyearly exam results. The site was developed by young Tanzanian developers who approachedTwaweza, an Open Development Consultant, for advice, rather than for funding. The result isbeneficial to anyone interested in education in Tanzania.
The School of Data, through their data expeditions, are starting to (http://education.okfn.org/school-of-data-using-education-data/) do some important work in the area of education data in thedeveloping world. And in January the World Bank released a new open data tool called SABER (TheSystems Approach for Better Education Results), which enables comparison of countries educationpolicies. The web tool helps countries collect and analyze information on their education policies,
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benchmark themselves against other countries, and prioritize areas for reform, with the goal ofensuring that in those countries all children and youth go to school and learn.
All over the world prototypes and apps are been developed that use and build on open educationdata.
Challenges
There are still challenges that those keen to develop applications using open education data face.Privacy and data protection laws can often prevent access to some potentially useful data sets, yetmany data sets that are not personal or controversial remain unavailable, or only available under aclosed licence or inappropriate format. This may be for many reasons: trust, concerns around qualityand cost being the biggest issues. Naturally there is a cost to releasing data but in many cases thiscan be far out-weighed by cost-savings later down the line, so for example a proactive approach islikely to save time and effort should Freedom of Information (FOI) requests be made.
Further Resources
Market place: Quantified student [http://www.marketplace.org/topics/world/navigating-data-driven-education]
38. Open Data & Institutions
Open education is fundamentally about removing barriers to education.  Opening up data of any sortfits with this agenda and activities around open licensing in particular are both important and hugelysupportive. But secondly, and possibly more importantly, opening up education data gives us thepotential to see education and its components differently. This new perspective provides us with anopportunity to revolutionise education and make it better.
As David Lassner, Interim president and former chief information officer at the University of Hawaiiexplains: “Our opportunities for improvement are immense, and data provide a powerful lens tounderstand how we are doing internally and relative to our peers. This applies across all segments ofwhat we do, from teaching and learning to administrative support. Performance metrics anddashboards are the beginning, but using data to understand deeper correlations and causality so wecan shape change will be critical as we strive to advance our effectiveness.”
The movement for open education is ultimately about wanting better education for all. Openeducation data is proving to be an important instrument in achieving that goal.
Principle
The charitable mission of education can be helped through a commitment to open data, helpeducators and institutions to engage with learners more effectively and in better ways. Data opennessand exchange can drive quality research (collaboration, testing, replication) while promoting thesocial role and place of institutions themselves, helping maintain public and political commitment tothe insitution and making it more transparent. 
Policy
Education institutions are already subject to freedom of information, but new open research datapolicies (such as the HEFCE consultation on inclusion as part of next Research Excellence Framework)may alter obligations.  Large amounts of institutional data (finance, student performance, etc.) arealready collected by HESA and UCAS and made widely available, and this is a trend which can beobserved in many countries. The next logical step is for more open data about institutions to be madeavailable.  With agreed frameworks and metrics in place it will be easier to substantiate comparisonsand claims about widening participation, or student performance, for example. 
Practice
Institutions can use their own data to inform decisions and management practices, and improvebusiness and pedagogical intelligence.  By linking across other open data sets and curating the mostrelevant information staff and students can be supported in teaching and learning.  
Always check with your institution before releasing any institutional information openly!
39. Types Of Open Data
There are many different types of data that can be relevant to education and come from education. Relevant sources might include:
Publications & literature: ACM, PubMed, DBLP (L3S), OpenLibrary 61
Domain-specific knowledge & resources: Bioportal for Life Sciences,
historic artefacts in Europeana, Geonames
Cross-domain knowledge: DBpedia, Freebase, ...
(Social) media resource metadata: BBC, Flickr, ...
 
Explicitly educational datasets and schemas include:
University Linked Data: eg The Open University UK, http://data.open.ac.uk, SouthamptonUniversity, University of Munster (DE), http://education.data.gov.ukOER Linked Data: mEducator Linked ER (http://ckan.net/package/meducator), Open Learn LDSchemas: Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI, http://www.lrmi.net/), mEducatorEducational Resources schema (http://purl.org/meducator/ns)Learning Analytics & Knowledge (LAK) Dataset  Vast Open Educational Resource (OER) & MOOC metadata collections (e.g. OpenCourseware,OpenLearn, Merlot, ARIADNE)KIS data http://unistats.direct.gov.uk/Education GPS is the OECD source for internationally comparable data on education policies andpractices, opportunities and outcomes. Accessible any time, in real time, the Education GPSprovides you with the latest information on how countries are working to develop high-qualityand equitable education systems.
There are also many different ways to categorise this data.
Student data: attendance, grades, skills, exams, homeworkCourse data: employability related to courses, curriculum, syllabus, VLE data, number oftextbooks, skills, digital literacy…Institution data: location data, success/failure rates, results, infrastructure, powerconsumption, location, student enrolment, textbook budget, teacher names and contracts, dropout rates, total cost of ownership, sponsorship, cost per pupil, graduation rates, male vs female,years in education, ratio of students to teaching staffUser-generated data: learning analytics, assessments, performance data, job placements,laptop data, time on tasks, use of different programmes/apps, web site dataPolicy/Government data: equity, budgets, spending, UNESCO literacy data, deprivation andmarginalisation in education, participation
In addition to information about open licensing, a more detailed description of an open data set mayinclude:
ProvenanceReference (gov data, geo-data, etc.) - e.g. national curriculumLocation of schools, Unis etcCore/Internal (course catalogue, course resources, staff data, buildings, etc.)User-generated/contributed (user activities, assessments, etc.)Granularityindividual/personalaggregated/analyticsreportDescriptivenessdata streams (multimedia resources)data content (textual content, database)resource metadatacontent metadataparadata (as in metadata about data collection)ContentUsage/activity data (paradata as in the learning analytics definition)student personal infostudent profiles (interest, demographics, etc.)student trajectoriescurriculum / learning objectives / learning outcomeseducational resources (multimedia or not)resources metadata (including library collections, reading lists -- see Talis Aspire)assessment/gradesinstitutional performance (e.g., ofsted, KIS)resource outputs (publication repositories, etc.), research management data (projects and
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funding, etc.), research datacost and student funding data, budgets and financesClassifications/disciplines/topics (e.g. JACS)
Further Resources
Call for more data on job placements of PhD students [https://chronicle.com/article/Just-Look-at-the-Data-if-You/139795/]Linked Universities [http://linkeduniversities.org] Linked Education [http://linkeduniversities.org]UK Department for Education: Open datastrategy [http://data.gov.uk/sites/default/files/DfE%20Open%20Data%20Strategy_0_10.pdf]
40. Creating Open Data
How you open up data is covered in detail in the Open Data Handbook. There are three key rulesrecommend when opening up data:
Keep it simple. Start out small, simple and fast. There is no requirement that every dataset mustbe made open right now. Starting out by opening up just one dataset, or even one part of a largedataset, is fine – of course, the more datasets you can open up the better.
Remember this is about innovation. Moving as rapidly as possible is good because it means youcan build momentum and learn from experience – innovation is as much about failure as successand not every dataset will be useful.
Engage early and engage often. Engage with actual and potential users and reusers of the dataas early and as often as you can, be they citizens, businesses or developers. This will ensure thatthe next iteration of your service is as relevant as it can be.
It is essential to bear in mind that much of the data will not reach ultimate users directly, butrather via ‘info-mediaries’. These are the people who take the data and transform or remix it tobe presented. For example, most of us don’t want or need a large database of GPS coordinates,we would much prefer a map. Thus, engage with infomediaries first. They will reuse andrepurpose the material.
Address common fears and misunderstandings. This is especially important if you are workingwith or within large institutions such as government. When opening up data you will encounterplenty of questions and fears. It is important to (a) identify the most important ones and (b)address them at as early a stage as possible.
Opening Up Data
Choose the dataset(s) you plan to make open. Keep in mind that you can (and may need to)return to this step if you encounter problems at a later stag
Apply an open license.
Determine what intellectual property rights exist in the data.
Apply a suitable ‘open’ license that licenses all of these rights
Make the data available - in bulk and in a useful format. You may also wish to consideralternative ways of making it available such as via an API.
Make it discoverable - post on the web and perhaps organize a central catalogue to list youropen datasets.
 When making data open it's important to think about the possible ethical implications of a release.  Auseful resource in thinking about this is the OER Research Hub Ethics Manual.
Machine-readable data
While human users are unequivocally the ultimate consumers of open data, as in education so in anyother domain, human interaction is not necessarily the only means to consume and process thesedata until they are delivered to end-users in a form that responds to their needs. More often it will befor software systems, in the form of applications and services, to take the role of consuming data anddelivering them, or a byproduct thereof, to the user.
Much existing content, however, is presented or even simply exists in a form that is for the humanbrain to process, such as natural language text, images and audio-visual footage. Although there are63
technologies for software systems to extract meaningful data out of this content, a cleaner and lesserror-prone way is for the data providers to publish their content in a machine-readable form. In mostcases, these data do not replace their natural language or audio-visual forms: on the contrary, theycan be used to enhance the content presented in human-readable form in a variety of ways.
Common open data technologies:
CSV, XML, Linked DataCommon Data ManagementRDBMSCommon tracking tech.Logs, analytics platformSpecific metadata standardsXCRI, MLO, LRMI, LOM, ...
Linked Data
A fundamental principle to be understood concerning the availability of linked data as resourcesreachable via a URI, is that they do not prevent the same resource to be presented in another formaton the same URI. It is not implied that pasting the same URI in a Web browser will necessarily deliveran RDF document that describes that resource, just as it does not mean that only one RDF format canbe delivered at that address. Thanks to modern Web Service standards such as the REST architecturalstyle, for any URI an application can negotiate on-the-fly a format that both the application itself andthe data provider support.
41. Using Open Data
Well-defined use cases are starting to emerge but can be still hard to find. It would be good to find use cases forpolicy makers, university managers, academic instructor, researchers, policy and education departments and inthe vocational area. This section discusses some case studies and provides information about a range of projectsusing open data for education.  
Open Discovery Space Case Study
The EU funded Open Discovery Space (ODS) project aims to create a platform for teachers acrossEurope for sharing and repurposing of open educational resources. This objective is covered well inthe resources section of this handbook. However, ODS, also deals with mining data and usage forfurther improving the value chain of educational resources and open education. It creates a socialdata layer around education resources that crowd sources appreciation and usage data. Social datain this context is appreciation metadata that further describes a resource. It comprises intentionaluser inputs such as likert scale star ratings, comments, free or guided tags, shares, etc. From thesedatasets aggregations can be used in an infinite number of mashups to provide e.g. resourcerecommendations or karma measures. In addition, ODS also uses tracking data (called paradata)which collects users’ activities in the ODS portal (e.g. looking at a resource, downloading, etc). Thisallows for other statistical analytics such as most looked at, or most downloaded resource. In moresophisticated ways it also permits to draw conclusions about the similarity of users that looked at ordownloaded the same resources or that follow similar type users. Analogous methods are well knownfrom social networks (Facebook: “friends you may know”, Twitter: “people who you may want tofollow”), sales sites (Amazon: “people who looked at this also looked at…”), or review portals(Tripadvisor: “most popular or most highly rated hotel”).
ODS goes beyond collecting data from users of the portal alone, but also harvests social data fromother OER portals. This is to say that if a user star-rates a resource in a sister portal to ODS, thisrating will enter the ODS ratings data through a data harvesting cycle. In this way, opinion mining isnot restricted to a single portal alone and enhances the value of the resource descriptor no matterwhere the users tag it. Harvesting social metadata from other portals encounters no legal obstacles,even if this data is not linked open data, because: (1) it is anonymous data and cannot be connectedto a user’s identity, (2) there is no copyright associated with protecting user expressions like starratings, bookmarks or keyword tags. This is because it does not constitute an act of (substantial)creativity on behalf of the author of such social metadata.
ODS not only re-uses social data from associated repositories, it also aims at exposing its own data asopen linked data to other third party service providers. It has to be said, though, that paradata(recording user activities in the portal) is not going to be exposed due to ethical and privacy reasons.
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Higher Education
Equipment data: The development of equipment.data is funded by EPSRC in response to theneed to improve visibility and utilisation of UK research equipment. This relatively simpletechnology enables searching across all published UK research equipment databases throughone aggregation “portal”, allowing greater accessibility with the aim to improve efficiency andstimulate greater collaboration in the sector. The data used is available to download from thesite. Interacting with Linked Data [http://greententacle.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/~cunger/qald/2/proceedings_ILD2012.pdf]Discovering Open University Content from Other Online Resources[http://discou.info / http://data.open.ac.uk/applications/iswc2012-demo.pdf]
Interpreting Data Mining Results with Linked Data for Learning Analytics[http://data.open.ac.uk/applications/lak2013.pdf]   
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School
London Schools Atlas: The London Schools Atlas is an innovative interactive online map providinga uniquely detailed and comprehensive picture of London schools, current patterns ofattendance and potential future demand for school places. Data behind the atlas is availablefrom the data store. RM Schoolfinder: School Finder allows you to compare and contrast different schools, find outabout what they excel at and how well children do academically. Most of the information comesfrom official statistical releases published by the Department for Education and Ofsted includingSchool Performance Tables, GCSE Subject Results, school information from Edubase andsummaries of the Ofsted school inspection report. Guardian GCSE schools guide: The Guardian GCSE schools guide is designed to help parents findand research local schools in England. Search by postcode to find which schools offer individualsubjects, and compare how they have performed in GCSE results. Data is supplied by theDepartment of Education. School impact measures are based upon FFT contextual value-addedscores by permission of FFT Education Ltd. Ofstead School Data Dashboard: The School Data Dashboard provides a snapshot of schoolperformance at Key Stages 1, 2 and 4. The dashboard can be used by school governors and bymembers of the public to check the performance of the school in which they are interested. Thedata is available in RAISEonline - you will need to login to access the data and not all is openlyavailable. Shule.info: Shule.info presents Tanzanian Form 4 exam results in some very interesting ways.,the site was put together by a group of young Tanzanian software developers, led by ArnoldMinde, with some support from Twaweza. The site uses open data from the Tanzaniangovernment. E-school Estonia - Provides an easy way for education stakeholders to collaborate and organizeteaching/learning information. The system has a range of different functions for its varioususers. Teachers enter grades and attendance information in the system, post homeworkassignments, and evaluate students’ behavior. Parents use it to stay closely involved in theirchildren’s education. With the help of round-the-clock access via the internet, they can see theirchildren’s homework assignments, grades, attendance information and teacher’s notes, as wellas communicate directly with teachers via the system. Students can read their own grades andkeep track of what homework has been assigned each day. They also have an option to savetheir best work in their own, personal e-portfolios. District administrators have access the lateststatistical reports on demand, making it easy to consolidate data across the district’s schools. Education GPS - the OECD source for internationally comparable data on education policies andpractices, opportunities and outcomes. Accessible any time, in real time, the Education GPSprovides you with the latest information on how countries are working to develop high-qualityand equitable education systems. http://thelearningcurve.pearson.com/ - The Learning Curve Index combines national data and anumber of international rankings - including PISA, TIMSS and PIRLS - to provide an interpretationof how countries systems are performing relative to each other. The Open Institute based in Nairobi worked on KCPE Trends which aggregates and visualizeseducation performance data for the Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) from 2006 to2011. In Brazil the school census collects data about violence in school area (like drug traffic or otherrisks to pupils). Based on an open data platform developed to navigate through the census, itwas possible to see that, in a specific Brazilian state, 35% of public schools had drug traffic nearthe schools. This fact created a pressure in the local government to create a public policy and acampaign to prevent drug use among students: https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.484468108297027.1073741826.273872446023262&type=3. In Burkina Faso they have opened their open data portal (data.gov.bf). The open data team ofthe government have worked with civil society and some start-up to realise a pilot project thatconsist on visualizing on a map the primary schools of a municipality. In addition, some importantindicators for Burkina were present. Those indicators (proximity of canteen, latrine, or potablewater point) can help parents choose the best school for their children, investors to choose thebetter place to build a school, or the government itself to measure the impact of its actions. They also have information on success rates in examinations, the number of classes, the
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number of teachers, the number of girls and boys, the geo-localisation of the school, and we alsodisplayed a picture of the school.  Kenya - http://openinstitute.com/portfolio-item/kcpe-trends-roundtable/ - Using data that wecollected from the Kenya National Examinations Council (KNEC) and the Kenya Open Data Portal,the Open Institute released KCPE Trends (http://apps.openinstitute.com/kcpetrends), a simpletool designed to visualise Kenya Certificate of Primary Education (KCPE) performance records ofprimary schools in Kenya from 2006 to 2011.  Social Accountability for the Education Reform in Moldova - website for enabling the public tomonitor the schools performance (http://expert-grup.org/en/proiecte/item/916-gpsa-moldova).We've put up the planned expenditures for all the schools in Moldova (2014),on http://www.budgetstories.md/bugetul-scolii-2014/, until we build the new website. There isbudget expenditure for 2013 and investment for capital repairs, data displayed usingOpenSpending's treemap. Open Government Data: Helping Parents to find the Best School for their Kids (WorldBank). http://blogs.worldbank.org/ic4d/open-government-data-helping-parents-find-best-school-their-kids 
Discover Your School, developed under the Province of British Columbia of Canada Open DataInitiative, is a platform for parents who are interested in finding a school for their kids, learningabout the school districts or comparing schools in the same area. The application providescomprehensive information, such as the number of students enrolled in schools each year, classsizes, teaching language, disaster readiness, results of skills assessment, and student and parentsatisfaction. Information and data can be viewed in interactive formats, including maps. On topof that, Discover Your School engages parents in policy making and initiatives such as EraseBullying or British Columbia Education Plan. The School Portal, developed under the Moldova Open Data Initiative, uses data made public bythe Ministry of Education of Moldova to offer comprehensive information about 1529 educationalinstitutions in the Republic of Moldova. Users of the portal can access information about schoolsyearly budgets, budget implementation, expenditures, school rating, students’ grades, schools’infrastructure and communications. The School Portal has a tool which allows visitors to compareschools based on different criteria – infrastructure, students’ performance or annual budgets.The additional value of the portal is the fact that it serves as a platform for private sector entitieswhich sell school supplies to advertise their products. The School Portal also allows parents tovirtually interact with the Ministry of Education of Moldova or with a psychologist in case theyneed additional information or have concerns regarding the education of their children. RomaScuola, developed under the umbrella of the Italian Open Data Initiative, allows visitors toobtain valuable information about all schools in the Rome region. Distinguishing it from the twolisted above is the ability to compare schools depending on such facets as frequency of teacherabsence, internet connectivity, use of IT equipment for teaching, frequency of students’ transferto other schools and quality of education in accordance with the percentage of issued diplomas. Open Data for Education in Brazil  (http://stop.zona-m.net/2013/03/open-data-for-education-in-brazil/) In New Zealand: open government data on schools in an app to help you find schools in localarea https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/recredible/id620437846?mt=8   
Education.data.gov (http://www.data.gov/education/ ) provides a wealth of information abouteducation in the USA.  The Open Data inventory (http://datainventory.ed.gov/AboutTheInventory)provides more data reported to the Department of Education.   Brazil example where local schools analysed data on crime in the local area and used this toencourage government intervention. (http://fundacaolemann.org.br/novidades/qedu-e-fonte-de-dados-para-campanha-sobre-drogas-nas-escolas-do-df) Bahawalpur Service Delivery Unit (BSDU), an initiative by the Government of Punjab province inPakistan, aims to engage citizens in the governance of service delivery. Led by Imran SikandarBaloch, District Coordination Officer of Bahawalpur district in Punjab, this initiative is built onopen data and has already delivered increased attendance of teachers and students over thepast year. Technology and design partner for this initiative is Technology for People Initiativebased at the Lahore University of Management Sciences. It features a mobile app that allowsofficials and citizens to monitor attendance by teachers and students at school. The informationis aggregated online and made publicly accessible. The aim is to enable and motivate citizens to
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collect, analyze and disseminate service delivery data in order to drive performance and helpeffective decision making. The initiative has led to improved teacher attendance, which in turnhas led to improved pupil grades. By showing how open data can help in the developing world,BDSU won the Making Voices Count global innovation competition. Check My School is a social accountability initiative designed and instituted by the AffiliatedNetwork for Social Accountability in East Asia and the Pacific (ANSA-EAP), and uses a blendedapproach through on-the-ground mobilization effort and community monitoring, tapping moderntechnology as a key tool. The CMS project is supported by the Open Society Institute and theWorld Bank Institute. http://www.checkmyschool.orgOpen Education Challenge (http://openeducationchallenge.eu) is an EU funded initiative tosupport projects who receive mentoring and seed funding through the European Incubator forInnovation in Education.  Their ten finalists present different approaches to the use of open datain education.
Using open data relating to the UK education system. As part of the Open Data ChallengeEducation, the Open Data Institute has compiled a set of interesting resources, including a list ofpotentially interesting datasets.
42. Open Data And Learning Analytics
Online education is producing vast amounts of data about students. Much of these online courses areopenly available and the data from them should be too. The data will enable academic institutions andcourse providers to deliver their courses more efficiently and more appropriately to their students. Itwill also allow students to personalize their educational experience to best suit their needs.  Datacollected can include administrative data, demographic information, grade information, attendenceand activity data, engagement metrics, course selection etc.
Learning analytics is defined as the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data aboutlearners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and theenvironments in which it occurs
Data from online courses can: 
Enable grade prediction and student successImprove student retentionDetermine what learners know and what they currently do not knowMonitor learner engagementPersonalize learning Ensure relevant content is deliveredReduce classroom administrative workMeasure student performanceHave other uses yet to be discovered
Open data can support students:
Through creation of new tools that enable new ways to analyse and access data e.g. maps ofdisabled access, tools for disciplinesBy enriching resources, making it easier to share and find them, and how to personalize the waythey are presentedBy allowing student to explore resources, concepts, ideas and objects in various areasTo make informed choices on education e.g. by comparing scores, course data etc.
Open data can support education institutions:
Learning analytics data can help retain studentsUse data can enable efficiencies in practice e.g. library data can help support book purchasingBenchmarking and performance measuringProviding real world examples for learning
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43. Open Source Education Tools
Open source software is software where the source code is openly licensed so others can change anddistribute the software to anyone and for any purpose.
Naturally the open community are keen to support open tools and there are a significant number ofopen source open education tools available.
There is a considerable amount of open source software for use in the education sector. Animpressive list is available from OSSWatch (http://oss-watch.ac.uk/resources/ossoptionseducation)
The Free Software Foundation Europe(FSDE)  also write a blog and have a section on education: http://blogs.fsfe.org/guido/category/education/
Other Resources
Why Aren’t More Schools Using Free, Open Tools? [http://blogs.kqed.org/mindshift/2014/06/why-arent-more-schools-using-free-open-education-resources/]  Open Source School: An initiative to replace monolithic and proprietary educational technologywith open source software.  [http://opensourceschools.org/]
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44. Open Data For Education: LinkedUp Challenge
The LinkedUp Project organised the LinkedUp Challenge: three consecutive competitions looking forinteresting and innovative tools and applications that analyse and/or integrate open web data foreducational purposes.  Here are some of the highlights from the shortlists.
LinkedUp Veni Shorlisted Entries - Use Cases
There were 8 shortlised entries in the LinkedUp Veni competition. They offer real-world examples ofhow linked and open data can be used in an educational way. Three of the shortlisted demos andtools show how linked data from various resources allows learners to explore resources, concepts,ideas and objects in various areas.
Knownodes is a collaborative websites that enables relating, defining and exploring connectionsbetween web resources and ideas, making use of graph visualizations. Knownodes scored highon educational innovation.
Mismuseos connects museum data with sources including Europeana, Dbpedia and Geonames.With Mismuseos, learners can browse and explore the backgrounds and relations betweenobjects from multiple Spanish museums.
ReCredible is a browsable topic map with wikipedia-like content next to it. The topic libraryshowcases interesting topics varying from dog breeds and alternative medicine tonanotechnology and information systems.
Another focus, which can be seen in the next three shortlisted candidates, is how open and linkeddata can be used for enriching resources, making it easier to share and find them, and how topersonalize the way they are presented.
DataConf is a mobile mashup that enriches conference publications. The reviewers applauded itsnice and effective design. DataConf is especially useful at the graduate education level.
We-Share is a social annotation application for educational ICT tools. We-Share can helpeducators to find tools to support teaching at all educational levels, and received high scores oneducational innovation.
YourHistory is a Facebook app that makes history tangible by showing historic and global eventsthat are related to your own life events and your interests.
Last but not least, the next two applications are less generic than the previous ones, but both of themare great examples on how effective use of linked data can help to learn about and make sense ofthe world we live in.
Globe-Town is a ‘fun to use’ tool that lets users find out the most important trade partners,migrant populations and airline routes of their own countries. It also provides infographics onissues regarding society, environment and economy.
Polimedia connects transcripts of the Dutch parliament with media coverage in newspapers andradio bulletins. Polimedia employs innovative information techniques and provides an attractivefront-end that invites exploration and browsing.
LinkedUp Vidi Shorlisted Entries - Use Cases
In the LinkedUp Vidi Competition we asked for tools and demos that analyse or integrate open webdata for educational purposes. We received fourteen submissions with innovative ideas in areas suchas agriculture, arts and medicine.
Apart from innovative aspects, attractiveness, usefulness and other forms of ‘awesomeness’, ourevaluation panel also looked at the relevance for education, the usability and performance of the
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tools, the data it uses or provides, and the way privacy and other legal aspects were dealt with.
It was not an easy task to select the nine submissions for the shortlist, and not all of the panelists’personal favorite submissions are included. What we do all agree upon is that the following demosand tools are really outstanding examples on how to use open data for education.
Open track submissions
The open track received seven submissions that all aim to make it easier to find or explore data.Some tools even allow you to connect data.
Two submissions seem to provide just a simple search box, but there is far more behind it.
AGRIS links bibliographic references from the agricultural domain to external datasets, amongothers DBPedia, World Bank and nature.com. For end-users – researchers, scientists, cataloguers– it is simply a single point of access to these resources. AGRIS also provides a Sparql endpoint.[Read more about AGRIS] Solvonauts is an open educational search engine, which searches over 1,500 open educationalresource end points. All resources are licensed Creative Commons or Public Domain. They alsohave plugins for Moodle and WordPress. [Read more about Solvonauts]
The following tools have been made for connecting things and people with one another.
Rhizi is the revamped version of KnowNodes, which was submitted to our Veni competition. Rhiziallows users to make connections between things, such as blogs, research data, video segmentsand people. The site is interactive, with chat, commenting, notifications, voting and a reputationsystem. [Read more about Rhizi] Konnektid is all about connecting people for educational purposes. When you want to learnsomething you can ask the people nearby to help you. If you allow the system to do so, it createsyour personal profile based on data from Facebook, Google+, Twitter and Linkedin. [Read moreabout Konnektid]LOD Stories lets you connect artworks, artists and places into a chain that functions as astoryboard.The cool thing is that you can actually transform the storyboard into a narrated video. In order toget this done, LOD Stories exploits DBPedia. [Read more about LOD Stories]
Finally, the next two tools help you to make sense of data with various visualizations.
DBLPXplorer is a browsing and exploration interface for the DBLP computer sciencebibiliography, which provides insight in research published at conferences. The attractivevisualizations are made with D3 and based on DBLP data, annotated using WikipediaMiner. Theyalso expose the DBLP data via a Sparql endpoint. [Read more about DBLPXplorer] TuVaLabs has a growing number of interesting datasets on various topics, including drought inCalifornia, AIDS and Barbie. Students and teachers can explore and visualize these datasets andteachers can create activities or assignments around them, to stimulate them to think criticallyabout data. [Read more about Tuvalabs]
Focused track submissions: Simplificator
The Simplificator track called for applications that make access to complex information easier by 71
The Simplificator track called for applications that make access to complex information easier bysummarizing them in a simpler form. We received two interesting submissions.
This visualization of labour conflicts in the Netherlands for the last 700 years connects statisticaldata on strikes with articles from the Dutch KB newspaper archive. It provides several timelineand map overviews that allow you to zoom in to a particular period. [Read more aboutvisualization of labour conflicts in the Netherlands for the last 700 years] eDL is an app that can be used for creating semantically enriched electronic Discharge Letters,for patients who leave the hospital. eDL uses various knowledge sources and vocabularies toensure that patient information can be automatically translated into another language. Patientscan use the eDL for finding relevant background information about their diagnoses. [Read moreabout eDL]
LinkedUp Vici Shorlisted Entries - Use Cases
The LinkedUp Vici Competition is the last competition on tools and demos that use open data foreducational purposes. This time we asked for mature prototypes that are actually in use or that havebeen used.
We received thirteen submissions that have been evaluated by a panel of experts, who rated thesubmissions on their innovative aspects, attractiveness, usefulness, usability, performance, use ofdata, and the way privacy and other legal aspects were dealt with.
We are happy to announce the shortlist of ten submissions, which are all running sites or apps thatyou can try out yourself.
Several submissions bundle and offer open educational resources to growing educationalcommunities.
AGRIS from the FAO of the United Nations provides access to publications on food and agriculture.Linked data and mash-up techniques are used to create one hub for different repositories. “Eventhough the application displays a lot of information in a single page, it is still easy to use”, according toone reviewer.
Didactalia, developed by the people from GNOSS (who participated before), helps you to browse, findand use learning material on many different topics, for different age groups and from variouseducational repositories. The reviewers found it an outstanding initiative. Currently, most material is inSpanish.
LearnWeb-OER gives users the opportunity to search for resources from the Web and to reuse themin a learning context. The platform allows for collaborative searching and sharing. The reviewerscould see that the tool would be very useful to students and teachers alike.
Two other submissions use and enhance existing material to provide users with novel opportunitiesfor learning.
FLAX is a site that helps you to learn a language by reading and watching open source material,
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varying from TED talks to academic collections. Learn to distinguish different word types and thecontext in which particular words are typically used. The reviewers called it a “very sophisticatedapplication that is also easy to use”.
As the name already indicates, HyperTED lets you explore TED talks. It automatically annotates thetextual material, recognizes where the main concepts and topics are discussed and provides quicklinks to reference sites while you watch. The reviewers found it a great addition to watching ‘talkingheads’ online.
GroupMOOC is not a site but an app (for the iPhone) that you can use for creating course plans basedon MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses). You can check your workload and deadline, and connectand collaborate with groups of friends. The reviewers noted that “A MOOC agregator with socialnetwork functionality addresses a real need”.
The final two submissions to the open track use visualization techniques for making it easier to findand connect information.
ResXplorer focuses on scientific publication and shows yourelations between authors, papers and conferences. By clicking on an author, paper or conferenceyou make it the center of the next round of exploration. The reviewers found it “a good looking sitewith actionable information’.
Histropedia lets you interactively build and publish timelines that give an overview on events inhistory, based on data in Wikidata and Wikipedia. Teachers can create their own timelines bycombining events that they think should be included. “A powerful tool for fast timeline creation.”
Last but not least, the shortlist contains two submissions to the Focused Tracks of the competition.The creators of these submissions spent a great of effort to work with the data required for thesetracks and to address the track-specific goals.
ISCOOL is a serious game, submitted to the focused track ‘Supporting Developing Countries’. It is aninformal learning environment that creates a visual game based on the text that you provide. Thereviewers found it “a very innovative idea that could help particular aspects of the learning very well”.
The visualization of Water Resources & Ecology provides richmeans to search journals, tweets and Wikipedia annotations. The interactive visualizations addressthe targeted content track, proposed and supported by Elsevier, to see how linked data can be usedfor making the learning experience more appealing and enhanced. The reviewers spent quite sometime clicking around and were “overall happy with the interface and with the data”.
 
 
45. Open Data - Useful Links
Two useful starting points come in the form of other handbooks:
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Open Data handbook http://opendatahandbook.org/
The Data Journalism Handbook http://datajournalismhandbook.org/
There are also many online resources on the subject of open data:
LinkedUp competition: http://linkedup-challenge.orgLinkedUniversities: http://linkeduniversities.org LinkedEducation: http://linkededucation.org Katy Boner – her research focuses on the development of data analysis and visualizationtechniques for information access, understanding, and management. She is particularlyinterested in the study of the structure and evolution of scientific disciplines; the analysis andvisualization of online activity; and the development of cyberinfrastructures for large scalescientific collaboration and computation. http://ella.slis.indiana.edu/~katy/ Equipment.data.ac.uk - Funded byEPSRC in response to the need to improve visibility andutilisation of UK research equipment. Enables searching across all published UK researchequipment databases through one aggregation “portal”, allowing greater accessibility with theaim to improve efficiency and stimulate greater collaboration in the sector. The technologybehind this development has been a partnership between a number of UK universities, primarilyoutcomes of the UNIQUIP Project. ViVo network - Network of scientists facilitating scholarly discovery. Institutions will participate inthe network by installing VIVO, or by providing semantic web-compliant data to thenetwork. http://vivoweb.org/LRMI - The Learning Resource Metadata Initiative (LRMI) is working to make it easier to publish,discover, and deliver quality educational resources on the web. http://www.lrmi.net/ Linked Data for Open and Distance Learning by Mathieu D’Aquin - Commonwealth ofLearning http://www.col.org/resources/publications/Pages/detail.aspx?PID=420 BBC knowledge and learning - The BBC Knowledge and Learning product will bring togetherfactual and learning content from over 100 existing BBCwebsites. http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/internet/posts/Knowledge-Learning-Product LAK data challenge - The LAK dataset provides access to structured metadata from researchpublications in the field of learninganalytics http://lak.linkededucation.org,http://www.solaresearch.org/events/lak/lak-data-challenge/LUCERO project - Linking University Content for Education and Research Online http://lucero-project.info/XCRI - The XCRI Knowledge Base was created in response to requests from educationalinstitutions to Jisc for a single source of information on XCRI - the information model and schemarecommended by the national Information Standards Board in January 2009 as the UKeProspectus standard. http://www.xcri.co.uk/MLO - Metadata for Learning Opportunities - Advertising (MLO-AD), supported by CEN WS-LT(CWA 15903:2008), is a European standardized model addressing metadata sufficient foradvertising a learning opportunity. http://www.cen-ltso.net/main.aspx?put=1042Ariadne - ARIADNE has created a standards-based technology infrastructure  that allows thepublication and management of digital learning resources in an open and scalableway. http://www.ariadne-eu.org/PAR framework- The Predictive Analytics Reporting (PAR) Framework is a non-profit multi-institutional data mining collaborative that brings together 2 year, 4 year, public, proprietary,traditional, and progressive institutions to collaborate on identifying points of student loss and tofind effective practices that improve student retention in U.S. highereducation. http://wcet.wiche.edu/advance/par-frameworkWhich? University - brings together information that exists about UK full-time and part-timeundergraduate courses, including the Guardian and Times league tables, official employmentand satisfaction statistics and UCAS course information. http://university.which.co.uk/EDUCATION.DATA.GOV.UK - contains a snapshot of Edubase taken in 2009 and published aslinked data. Pan-European open data porta - PublicData.eu is a Pan European data portal, providing access toopen, freely reusable datasets from local, regional and national public bodies across Europe. The Global Partnership for Education today launched its Open Data Project, providing instantaccess to key education indicators and more than 11,000 data points from 29 GPE developing74
country partners. For each country, the GPE Data catalog presents 57 indicators in 6 educationcategories encompassing key elements of each country's education sector, including domesticand external financing, learning outcomes and aid effectiveness indicators. Developing countrypartners played a central role in gathering and validating the data, which reflects their specificnational education strategies and objectives. EUCLID project- EUCLID is a European project facilitating professional training for datapractitioners, who aim to use Linked Data in their daily work. EUCLID delivers a curriculumimplemented as a combination of living learning materials and activities (eBook series, webinars,facetoface training), validated by the user community through continuousfeedback. http://euclid-project.euWikidata is a free knowledge base that can be read and edited by humans and machines alike. Itis for data what Wikimedia Commons is for media files: it centralizes access to and managementof structured data, such as interwiki references and statistical information. Wikidata containsdata in every language supported by the MediaWiki software. 
Further Resources
A Survey on Linked Data and the Social Web as facilitators for TEL recommender systems[http://stefandietze.files.wordpress.com/2013/03/diedragio-recsystel-cameraready.pdf] Interlinking educational Resources and the Web of Data – a Survey of Challenges andApproaches [http://stefandietze.files.wordpress.com/2009/01/dietze-et-al-linkededucation-survey-final.pdf]
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46. Conferences And Events
There are several points in the calendar where awareness of openness in education is raised.  Theseinclude:
Open Education Week (March): http://www.openeducationweek.orgOpen Access Week (October) http://www.openaccessweek.orgOpen Data Say (February) http://opendataday.orgEducation Freedom Day (January) http://www.educationfreedomday.org
There are also many conferences dedicated to open education which take place all around the world.
Open Education Conferences
Europe:
Online Educa – Annual global elearning conference held in Berlin.  OER14 conference – Annual conference held in the UK, focused on OER. Mozilla Festival – Annual event usually held in London, lots of teaching and learning activitiesrelated to web.  OKFest – The Open Knowledge Foundation Festival – this year open education is likely to animportant area. Wikimania - Annual conference centered on Wikimedia projects with tracks dedicated toeducation, free culture, open data, and more. Cetis Conference - Annual Conference from Cetis, UK centre that specialises in technologyinnovation and interoperability standards in learning, education and training. OPPI - Helsinki Learning Festival: Held in Helsinki, first year in 2014. Focuses on new learningpractices.
USA:
OpenEd conference – Annual conference held in US, currently the biggest Open educationconference in the world. OCWC Conference – Held in the US and organised by the Open Courseware Consortium. Connections - US conference that brings together leading policy, academic and technologyexperts to discuss the future of open education resources (OER) as well as the technologies thatare making this future a possibility.
Non-Western:
Inaugral International Conference on Open and Flexible Learning (ICOFE) – Annual event held lastyear in Hong Kong.  International Conference of the African Virtual University – This year was the first year thisconference ran, held in Kenya.  Pan-Commonwealth Forum on Open Learning – Bi-annual event organised by theCommonwealth of Learning, held in Africa.  Asia Regional OpenCourseWare And Open Education Conference - Held in Kuala Lumpur,Malaysia and organised by University of Malaya. EELU ICEL 2014 - EELU International conference on e-learning - Held in Egypt. OER Asia - Open Educational Resource Community in Asia Symposium - Held in WOU in Penang,now in its 2nd year.
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47. Open Education Data - Conferences And Competitions
Data competitions and challenges are not new to universities and research institutes but there is nowalso an increasing number taking place outside the academic space. Here are some examplecompetitions where open data has played, or is playing a role.
Some conferences are devoted to open data and its social and educational value. These include:
Open data dialog - held in Berlin International World Wide Web Conference (WWW2014), Seoul, Korea ARIADNE/GLOBE Convening – Open Federations 2013: Open Knowledge Sharing for Education, AConvening of Aggregators & Networks of Educational Repositories OKFest – The Open Knowledge Foundation Festival
There are also many 'challenges' which encourage novel or effective uses of open data in education. These include: 
The Open Education Challenge
Website: http://openeducationchallenge.eu
The Open Education Challenge, launched in partnership with the European Commission, is part ofStartup Europe. It is an opportunity for cutting-edge education startups to receive mentoring andseed funding through the European Incubator for Innovation in Education, and get direct access toinvestors from day one. The competition is not focused on open data but open data use isencouraged.
The Open Data Challenge series
Website: http://theodi.org/challenge-series
The Open Data Institute is running a series of seven challenges to generate innovative andsustainable open data solutions to social challenges. So far the areas covered have been education,crime and justice and energy + environment.
The Mass EduData Challenge
Website: http://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-mass-edudata-challenge-registration-11540647387
The Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education (DESE) maintains extensive
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data sets on education from all of the state’s 351 cities and towns and is seeking to spark additionalengagement and innovation around its data through the launch of the Mass EduData Challenge- a sixweek competition aimed at engaging the public in viewing, analyzing, and visualizing Massachusettseducational data to produce new insights, tools, and opportunities to improve outcomes and drivesocial benefit in the Commonwealth.
Apps4Europe
Website: http://www.appsforeurope.eu
Apps for Europe is a support network that provides tools to transform ideas for data based apps intoviable businesses. They are bringing together a powerful European network of individuals andorganisations who have been involved in open data programmes and in supporting promising ideas tohelp ideas to scale. As part of their programme they are supporting a series of data events,competitions and hackathons.
Science for Solutions open data competition
Website: http://www.qld.gov.au/dsitia/initiatives/science-open-data/about-competition/
A competition to promote the use, reuse and repurposing of science that is freely available on theQueensland Government open data portal. The aim is to encourage data visualisations, applicationdevelopment or other unique treatments of the science datasets provided by the Department ofScience, Information Technology, Innovation and the Arts.
Open Data Stories
Website: http://blog.okfn.org/2014/02/20/enter-the-partnership-for-open-datas-impact-stories-competition/
Partnership for Open Data (POD) is inviting people to share stories about how open data has positivelyimpacted you, or those around you; technologically, politically, commercially, environmentally,socially, or in any other way.
LAK Data Challenge
Website: http://www.solaresearch.org/events/lak/lak-data-challenge/
What do analytics on learning analytics tell us? How can we make sense of this emerging field’shistorical roots, current state, and future trends, based on how its members report and debate theirresearch? The LAK data challenge uses data sets from the learning analytics field.
Career Hack
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Website: http://careerhack.appchallenge.net
The CareerHack contest, run by the UK Commission for Employment and Skills (UKCES), askeddevelopers to find innovative and inspiring ways of using data made available through its LabourMarket Information (LMI) for All data site.
Land Registry Open Data Challenge
Website: http://www.landregistry.gov.uk/campaigns/open-data-challenge
A challenge to develop a creative idea that clearly demonstrates how the Land Registries public datacan make a positive impact on the UK economy. The competition marked the release of the Landregistries price paid data.
Apps voor Ouders Challenge 2012
Website: http://www.openonderwijsdata.nl/2012/05/30/hackathon-workshop-apps-voor-ouders-challenge/
The Dutch network Open Education Data ran an open data hackathon using open data sets from theMinistry of Education, Culture and Science released through data.duo.nl.
Open Data Challenge
Website: http://opendatachallenge.org
The Open Data Challenge was the first large-scale open data competition with 20,000 euros in prizesto win, and a total of 430 entries from 24 EU Member States. The winners were selected by an all starcast of open data gurus, and announced by Vice President of the European Commission Neelie Kroesat the Digital Agenda Assembly in Brussels.
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48. Open Education Directory
Linked UniversitiesOKFN Open BibliographyLearning Analytics Google GroupDCMI Education CommunityEuropean Association for Technology-Enhanced LearningW3C Public Linked Open DataAdaptive Hypermedia - including Educational Adaptive HypermediaACL Community in WalesAssociation of History and Computing-UKNetwork for Aimhigher Data AnalystsAdvancing Research into Technology Enhanced LearningBCS Machine TranslationBuilt Environment E-Learning NetworkData PublicationEvlauation of Online LearningCombining DataTechnology in support of learning and teaching mathematics in HEDiscussion on components of current and emerging library, publishing, and related bibliographicmetadataEVIDENCE-BASED-LIBRARIESEconomic and Social Data ServiceEducational Development Research NetworkCETIS-METADATADigging for DataResearch in Distance LearningEduBloge-learning ResearchDigital technology in the theatre and theatre educationIssues in museum educationHigher Education CLose Up - research into HEData.ac.ukWeb support Jisc mailWeb site info managementJisc managing research dataMuseums Computer GroupDBpedia discussionSpotlight groupBest Practices for Multilingual Linked Open Data Community GroupData Driven Standards Community GroupDevelopment Linked Data Community GroupMicrodata/RDFa Task ForceLinking Open Data project and the broader Linked Data communityNetworked Data Community GroupSemantic Web ActivitySemantic/Open/Data/Community/GroupWeb Dev Data Community GroupdatameetupsGoogle Group LODLAMePsi Platform: open data in education group
Open practitioners & academics
Ale Armellini, University of Northampton, OER and pedagogyGrainne Conole, University of Leicester, OER and pedagogySimon Kear - Learning Technologist, Goldsmiths?Chris Follows - Open practice in art and design Anne-Marie Cunningham - GP and Clinical Lecturer Martin Weller - Open UniversityJames Clay - Group Director of Learning Technologies at Activate LearningDiane Laurillard, Institute of Education, open practice - rethinking university teachingOER Research Hub
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49. Openness And The Developing World
Open data can help identify gaps in the availability of education and provide simple solutions that canbe delivered through the existing education system. In order to achieve this you need a robustanalytical culture that demonstrates the impact of its work.
To date much work has been on the supply side of the education equation. Improving the quality ofdemand is key to making long term changes. Akshara Foundation recognised that a lack of publiclyavailable data about public education was causing an imbalance between the education system andits usersand within the system itself, so they set up the Karnataka Learning Partnership.
"We need to bring about transparency and use data-based evidence to push for reforms andaccountability across the system.Usually, that would mean using existing government data, but ourexperience has highlighted a lack of technical and legal systems to be able to publish openeducational dataand we have had to create the data sets ourselves."
Akshara Foundation Karnataka Learning Partnership
Norrag reports on Sub Saharan African education issues and states that :
"Progress in the above areas requires both better use of existing resources and moreresources. There is good scope for improving quality and internal efficiencythrough morestrategic deployment and better management of teachers, improved accountability for teachers andprincipals, and provision of more and better training materials. Progress in these areas is oftenconstrained more by weak technical capacity and political resolve than shortage of funding. But suchconstraints often prove more difficult to address than funding constraints."
The Ugandan government allocated funding for schools, but corruption at various levels meant muchof the money never reached its intended destination. Between 1995 and 2001, the proportion offunding allocated which actually reached the schools rose from 24% to 82%. In the interim, theyinitiated a programme of publishing data on how much was allocated to each school. There weremany other factors (Hubbard 2007) but Reinikke and Svensson’s (2004) analysis showed that the datapublication played a significant part.
Reinikka, R., and J. Svensson. May 2004. Local capture: Evidence from a central governmenttransfer program in Uganda. Quarterly Journal of Economics: 679–705. Hubbard P. (2007); Putting the Power of Transparency in Context: Information’s Role in ReducingCorruption in Uganda’s Education Sector; Center for Global Development Working Paper No. 136accessed at www.cgdev.org/files/15050_file_Uganda.pdf on March 2nd 2012 Uganda Open Government data readiness study    Is money reaching schools in Tanzania? and where does education money go?
Natonal Initiatives:
Moldova : http://bit.ly/19Vwn6NNigeria: http://nigeria.opendataforafrica.org/Rwanda: http://africaopendata.org/group/rwandaKenya: https://opendata.go.ke/Uganda: http://www.opendev.ugGhana : http://data.gov.gh/
Sub-national initiatives:
Edo state Nigeria http://data.edostate.gov.ng/
Sub-sector education
CHET South Africa Higher EducaBon Open Data project http://chet.org.za/data/sahe-‐open-‐data 
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50. Wikipedia
Wikipedia, the free online encyclopedia that anyone can edit, is arguably the biggest Open EducationResource in the world. The Wikimedia Foundation, the overarching foundation of which Wikipedia is aproject, has the following statement at the heart of its mission: "Imagine a world in which every singlehuman being can freely share in the sum of all knowledge". Wikipedia has been utilised by people allover over the globe as a way to "find out the answer to things".
Wikipedia continues its fight to be seen as credible in an education context despite the fact thatresearch has shown Wikipedia to be a hugely useful tool in education.  For some, Wikipedia itselfraises significant questions about education and the way we learn. 
David White from the University of Oxford explored some of these questions in a talk given atWikimania2014.  David argues that the fundamental problem with both Google and Wikipedia is thatthey are ‘too easy’ and lose the side effect of finding information - learning. The problem is notWikipedia but that learning needs to evolve and we need to shift from a 'pedagogy of answers' to a'pedagogy of questions'. 
Other Resources
Wikipedia Education Programme: http://outreach.wikimedia.org/wiki/EducationWiki Education Foundation: http://wikiedu.orgWikimania 2014: Wikipedia belongs in Education: http://education.okfn.org/wikimania-2014-wikipedia-belongs-in-education/Wikipedia challenges us to adopt a pedagogy of questions: https://medium.com/teaching-learning/wikipedia-challenges-us-to-adopt-a-pedagogy-of-questions-a6814ed25a76Almost Wikipedia: What eight early online collaborative encyclopedia projects reveal about themechanisms of collective action: http://mako.cc/academic/hill-almost_wikipedia-DRAFT.pdf
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51. Glossary
1:1 Refers to a programme in which each learner is provided with a device, such as alaptop or tablet. Can also mean one 'tutor' for each learner.
Adaptivelearning An educational process that adapts teaching materials and methods to each student’sindividual needs. Several software solutions use learning analytics to provide anadapted learning path to users.Blendedlearning A teaching approach that combines online and in-person learning, allowing a higherdegree of personalisation and learner autonomyBOOC Big Open Online Course. Similar to a MOOC but with a limited number of places.Bring YourOwn Device(BYOD) An approach that encourages students to use their personal devices in a schoolcontext for educational purposes.
CMOOC Connectivism MOOC where learners are expected to make an active contribution viadifferent digital platforms. Tend to be organised by collections of people rather thanone institution.
CreativeCommons A non-profit organisation that has designed a series of licenses for the use, reuse anddistribution of materials. Authors can select a license to apply to their work based onwhich permissions they wish to attach to their material.Datadashboards  Snapshots of data given in a visual and easy to read way.Digitalliteracy The essential skills required for using digital technology competently and participatingin our current knowledge society.
Distancelearning A broad term used to cover methods of study in which classes are conducted bycorrespondence or over the Internet without the student's needing to attend a schoolor university. Online learning is a form of distance learning.
DOOC Distributed Open Online Course. A course format first piloted in September 2013 at 15colleges in the USA, where professors at each institution teach their own version of thecourse based on the same core materials. Each professor can develop additionalmaterials for their students, and students can collaborate across the network.
EdTech An abbreviation for Education Technology, a broad concept that encompasses thecreation and use of technological resources or processes for the purpose of teachingand learning.
E-learning Electronic learning, using a computer or electronic media to deliver elements oflearning either as part of an online course or in a classroom.
Flippedclassroom A teaching model in which students access directed teaching at home, for example bywatching video lectures, and then using class time to apply new knowledge in acollaborative and interactive space.
Gamification The use of game mechanics and design principles in a (learning) activity to increasemotivation and engagement. Some examples of game mechanics are competition,badges, leveling up, and immediate feedback.Informallearning Learning that takes place outside a dedicated learning environment and delivered inflexible and informal ways, often focused on the activities and interests of students.Learning  Aquiring knowledge through various means.LearningManagementSystem(LMS)
A piece of software that manages, analyses, and runs educational courses orprograms. Moodle and Blackboard are two popular examples.
Learningobject Any-sized unit of information or material (whether digital or not) that can be used tosupport learning.
Localisation Adaptation of OER from any other place to suit the culture, language, and otherrequirements of a new other specific local context, where the resulting OER appears tohave been created in the end-user local culture
Machinelearning The science of making computers act without commands, based on the identificationof patterns in large datasets. In education, this technology is being already being usedin MOOC management.Mentor An experienced person who trains and counsels others.
MOOC Massive Open Online Course. An online course that is freely accessible to anyone andoften includes open course materials and opportunities for interaction andcollaboration between students.Open86
EducationalResources(OER)
Any online material that is freely accessible and openly licensed for anyone to reuseand repurpose for teaching, learning, and researching.
Onlinelearning Online learning refers to courses delivered over the Internet.
Open A piece of data or content is open if anyone is free to use, reuse, and redistribute it —subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and/or share-alike.
Open access A publishing model whereby authors make their content freely available, albeit oftenwith partial copyright restrictions or low copyright barriers.Openaccreditation Awarding participation in new open types of education in new types of ways.Openassessment The process of making assessment of students work open and driven by communityrather than closed and proprietary.Openbusinessmodels Using ideas from the open source movement to make money out of open approaches.Opencontent  Content that is made available under an open licence.Opencourseware Courses or course components that are available under an open licence.
 Open data Open data is data that can be freely used, reused and redistributed by anyone -subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and sharealike.Open data inaneducationalcontext
The use of open data for educational purposes, such as enabling improvement ofstudent -led choices.
Openeducationdata
Data, such as administative data created by educational institutions and educationalpractices, that is made available under an open licence. It can be used to improveefficiency, allow students to make informed decisions etc.Openeducationaldata Similar to open education data but a broader term that includes open research data.Openeducationalresources
a digital self-contained unit of self-assessable teaching with an explicit measurablelearning objective, having an open licence clearly attached to allow adapting, andgenerallyOpen learner An individual who embraces open technologies and approaches in their learning.Openlearning Learning that incorperates open technologies and approaches.Openmovement Broad reaching movement who embrace and support aspects of openness, such asopen licensing.Openpedagogy Teaching that incorperates open technologies and approaches such as use of OERs.Openpractice Using open technologies, approaches and open pedagogy as part of teaching.Openpractitioner An individual who embraces open technologies and approaches in their teaching.Openpublishers Creating news or other content that is transparent to the readers.Openrepository  A repository that is fully open to users by containing open access materials and openlylicensed metadata.Openresearch Research that is conducted using open practices and approaches. Data will be openlypublished and research papers will be be open access.Openresourcesforeducation Resources that are openly licensed.Openscience Approaches that enable scientific knowledge to be free to use, re-use and distributewithout legal, technological or social restrictions.Open sourcesoftware Software with a free source code that is often developed through peer-production.Anyone can use or modify the code for their own purposes. 87
(OSS) Anyone can use or modify the code for their own purposes.PublicDomain The collection of works which are not eligible for copyright, whose copyright term hasexpired, or whose author has donated the work to the public domain.
Remix the modification or re-interpretation of a resource, possibly combining fragments ofmaterial from various sources.
Repurpose to make use of a resource either after modification or for a purpose different thanthat for which it was originally intended.Reuse to make use of a resource as it is, for its intended purpose.
SPOC Self-Paced Open Course. Similar to a flipped classroom, it is a university course thatheavily uses online resources and technology. This course format is currently beingpiloted on the edX platform. Teaching  The act of sharing and imparting knowledge and supporting learners.
XMOOC Originally a MOOC as an eXtension of another course. XMOOCs require less interactionand tend to be delivered by individual institutions. 
Other Resources
Open Education Europa: Key concepts in EdTech and Open EducationOpen Educational Resources Toolkit - GlossarySI521 "Open Educational Resources at the University of Michigan" Open Textbook/GlossaryMOOCS.com - MOOC, SPOC, What? Untangling the Online Course VocabularyEdshelf - The Education Technology DictionaryCommon Sense Media - EdTech GlossaryCOL: OER TIPS Framework with CC Glossary
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52. Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
Is fair dealing/use equivalent to OER?
No. Fair dealing and fair use rights are critical, but that is not the same as OER. See the OERdefinition.
Can OER be used to train teachers?
Yes, and this a key activity especially in the developing world. 
Is a MOOC an OER?
MOOCs can be OERs if and only if their content is free to access and openly licensed (or publicdomain) to legally allow the '4 Rs' (reuse, redistribute, revise, remix). 
What is the role of OER in open pedagogy/ open learning?
An open learner is an individual who embraces open technologies and approaches in theirlearning. An open learner model a type of learner model that encourages learner autonomythrough self-awareness and self-regulation of the learning process.
How does policy relate to open education?
Open policies support the adoption and development of OER and OER uptake.  They can helpestablish climates where open practices can have impact.
What support exists for open policy/policies?
Creative Commons, OKFN, SPARC and many other open advocates are building an Open PolicyNetwork (http://openpolicynetwork.org) to support governments, systems and institutions as theycreate, adopt and implement open policies.
What is an open practitioner?
The term 'open practitioner' isn't widely used but suggests an educator who embraces opentechnologies and approaches in their teaching.
What is Open Accreditation?
Open accreditation is about awarding participation in new types of education. Open Badges arean example of dealing with accreditation, but you can also think about how MOOC participationcan be awarded to make it more acceptable as part of a more traditional (eg. university)education. Other open assessment ideas include e-assessment, portfolios/diaries, PLEs, self-evaluation and learner created content.
What is the difference between open education and open learning?
Open learning is a term used to describe activities that either enhance learning opportunitieswithin formal education systems or broaden learning opportunities beyond formal educationsystems. It often uses open education elements - such as open educational resources - buttypically occurs within formal education infrastructure while open education per se is arguablyunrestricted to formal learners.
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